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territorial Secretary's Otfli

WEATHER FORECAST
Rain and Colder in North' Portion

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If Yod Read It
In The Optlo, It'a 80

Tonight; Friday Fair and Colder

VOL. XXXII

No. 128

HAVE KIDNAPERS

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, APRIL
DOUBLE KILLING NEAR SOCORRO
Socorro. N. M., April 6. Meagre

details reached here last night of
double killing at San Pedro, across
the river from San Antonio, south of
here. Candido Romero, a young un
married man of that place, shot and
killed Deputy Sheriff Santiago Padilla
over family differences
and then
turned the gun against himself, death
resulting Instantly. Padilla leaves a

MAGDALENA BAY

TELLS GRAND JURY OF VICE
New York, April 6 Joseph E. Cor.
rlgan, the city magistrate, who began

?,

191

CITY EDITION

1

friends believe he might have been
alarmed by a noise and accidentally
killed himself while in a state of ner
vous excitement.
Oscar Stewart, the valet, found Mr,
uKfwwik ueau wnen ne went to
shave him at 8 o'clock. He was Ivlne
half dressed on the floor. There was
a bullet hole in his right
temple and
near mm lay a revolver. Deputy Cor
oner McKeever, when leaving the
CRAIGE LIPPINCOTT, PROMINENT
house, stated It as his belief that it ORDERS HIS TROOPS NEAR CHI
PHILADELPHIAN, MAY HAVE
waa a case of suicide.
HUAHUA HELD IN READINESS
SUICIDED
This afternoon a statement was is
FOR ATTACK
sued by an officer of the Lippincott
SON BELIEVES IT ACCIDENT company, stating Mr. Lippincott shot THAT CITY LIKELY! HIS GOAL
and killed himself during a period of
temporary mental aberration.
The
MAKES SWORN
STATEMENT TO business of the publishing house is THE PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT
not affected by his death.
DEPUTY CORONER GIVING
MOVES HIS HEADQUARTERS
THIS THEORY
NEARER TO CAPITAL
TRAIN HOLD-U-

MILLIONAIRE DIES

OFFENSIVE MOVE

the present "crime wave" agitation
here by accusing Mayor William
TO
Gaynor of demoralizing the police
force, testified for an hour and a half
late yesterday before the grand jury
which is trying to determine whether
the city is overrun with crooks and
if so, who la to blame.
Generally
DEAL PENDING FOR TRANSFER, speaking, the magistrate repeated his
PERSISTENT RUMOR SAYS HE family.
HAS RECEIVED NOTE VOW-INTHREE SYNDICATES BEING
charges giving the addresses of gam
bling houses and reBOrts together with
VENGEANCE
AFTER
IT
SCHOOL LAND SALE
a list of well known criminals who
Guthrie, Okla., April 6. Announce- he said have flocked to the city. It
flFFIPFRS RRANI1 IT FAI 5CF ment as
today by the school ONE AMERICAN; TWO FOREIGN is understood he suggested several
ireiwuwu mai j,oo3,soz acres
new lines of inquiry.
of school land would be sold In this
SIMPLY
ANOTHER
OF MANY I state
beginning June 23. Purchasers IT BELONGS TO FLORFS HALT
PLUCKY WOMAN ARRESTS NEGRO
SENSATIONAL
REPORTS
may buy as many sections as they
ESTATE AND COMPRISES
can pay for. Heretofore not more
Kansas City, April 6. Mrs. George
THEY CLAIM
18,700 ACRES
than a quarter section has been sold
P
R. Loer, wife of a real estate dealer
IN INDIANA
to one man.
in this city, arrested Oscar Bailey, a
Muncie, Ind., April 6. A masked
NO ARRESTS; NONE EXPECTED
$15,000,000 THEJRICE ASKED negro, whom she charged with try INVESTIGATION! NG MADE man armed with a revolver held up PEACE PLANUM THROUGH
and robbed passengers in a vestlbuled
Ing to hypnotize her
son,
PRISONERS SHOT DOWN
coach attached to westbound express
Marvel, and, keeping the negro covAND
DETECTIVES
HOWEVER,
Pueblo, Mex., April 6. Five prison
DECEASED A LEADER IN FINAN
OF NEBRASKA AND
ered with a revolver, made him walk
train No. 9 on the Big Four railroad ENVOYS PREPARE TO RETURN
ers and one guard are dead as a re
MOUNTED POLICE ARE STILL
LESLIE M. SHAW PARTIAL
CIAL
AND
SOCIAL
CIRCLES
TO SAN ANTONIO FROM
east of here last night. After taking
ahead of her till she came to a posult of a break for liberty by the oc
IN CITY
OWNERS OF PROPERTY
OF
liceman.
The
QUAKER
CITY
arrest
on
about
EL PASO
took
$300
In
cash the robber dropped
place
cupants of the state prison here earthe
a
in
street
off
fashionable
residence
rear
the
as
platform
the train
Has the search of the officers so ly yesterday. Twenty-tw- ' convicts es
Tacoma, Wash., April 6. The prac district, where Mrs. Loer found the
Madero's Camp, San Andres, near
Philadelphia, April 6. Craige Lip- - slakened speed to enter the city. '
caped.
'
nearly unearthed the hiding place of
tical completion of arrangements for negro with the boy.
pincott, head of the J. B. Lippincott
Chihuahua, April 6. Orders have been
the kidnapers of the little Rogers boy
company, and one of the most promi
the sale of the Flores Hale estate,
sent through the insurrecto ranks to
nent men in financial and social cir
that the criminals have threatened
MAIL
BIG LINER GOES
comprising 12,700 acres and including
CONTRACTS
for instant action. Francisco
prepare
cles in this city, died mysteriously
violence of the little fellow's relatives
AMBASSADOR
Magdalena Bay in Lower California,
has changed his headquar
Madero
arly today at his home, 218 Ritten- if the sleuths are' not called off the
for more than fifteen million dollars,
house Square, an aristocratic residenters from the Bustillos hacienda to
CAUSE MERRY WAR
trail? Color was given to such a be
ASHORE IN A FOG was announced last night by Ezra P.
tial section of Philadelphia. Accord
this point, which is within thirty-fiv- e
DECLINES
TALK
TO
lief last night and today by the pre
to
a
former governor of Nebras
the police, death was due to a
Savage,
ing
miles of Chihuahua. The nature of the
valence of a rumor to the effect that
ka and one of the owners. The land
pistol wound. Whether he received MISSOURI
TOposed movement is not divulged.
PACIFIC AND SANTA
the wound by accident or design is
Judge H. L. Waldo, grandfather of THE PRINCESS IRENE. MEETS is owned by a syndicate headed by REFUSES TO' DENY
OLD
STORY
FE
IN
At
BATTLE
Madera, a town of six hundred
ROYAL TO
WITH
ACCIDENT
COMING
not publicly known. The coroner is
the kidnaped child, had received an
J. E. Blackman of New York and In- REGARDING
UNFRIENDLY
GET
eludes in its directorate former sec
BUSINESS
people, the insurrectos have organized
INTO NEW YORK HARBOR
anonymous letter, filled with dire
making a thorough investigation. Mr.
BY
MOVE
MIKADO
threats and giving him a few hours
of
police and municipal system under
the treasury, Leslie M.
retary
Lippineott's son, Jay B. Lippincott,
of General
In which to order a cessation of the
Kansas City, April 6 A fight be- Albino Freis, father-in-lamade a sworn statement to a deputy
New York. April 6. The bin- North Shaw. The land is said to have hoen
Washington, April 6. Baron Uch- - coroner that it was his opinion his tween several big railroads for the Orozco, Two sawmills and two box
investigation being carried on by the German Llovd liner Primes trn sought by Japan just prior to the
mounted police and detectives.
ran ashore in a thick frwr rlv tnrtr Mxlean revolution for a coaling sta-- lda tne Japanese ambassador, today father died as the result of an acci privilege of carrying transcontinental factories are being operated at Ma
dera by their owners under permistionTwo iforeign and one American dec,lned to comment or even dignify dent. Mr. Lippincott, who was 65 mail centered here today.
Today the. rumor was strenuously 0n Sandv Reof ofr Txirm mil taH
a
the
denial
declaration
made
The
by
was
now
are
a
aeniea. 11 was Dranaea Dy tne ora- - ten miles east of Fire Island
of
on
nervous
years
&
old,
Atchison, Topeka
its
Santa Fe sion of the insurrectos. All Amerihighly
syndicate
Th
figuring
1
in na meo, Tex., by a temperament and always had a fear system, which is attempting to in- cans in the mines and lumber camps
cers as another of the many un- - Bea, is calm, and the steamer
The'
In
land
yeBieraay
rich
mineral
purchase.
may
Mexican, said to be close to the Mex- of finding burglars in the house. His crease its transcontinental business of that neighborhood are receiving
truthful reports that have been cir pulled off at high tide.
On board as weu M agricultural resources
ican foreign office, but whose name
culated since the boy's kidnaping oc are 235 cabin passengers and 1,485 in
during the quaddrennlal season which supplies through insurrecto courtesy.
was (withheld, that United States
is now on, changed the
railway
curred. Such a letter, if received, the steerage from Naples, Genoa, Pastarting The Mexican Northewestern
ISO miles to Madera
troops were sent to the border as a MUNICIPAL
trains
is
of
running
its
westbound
point
however, would prove an admirable lermo and Gibraltar.
early
WASHINGTON TO NEIV
morning
JOBS TO
caution to Japan, which country, It
mail train from the Union depot to under complete control ot the Insur
clew in which to work. It would not
was
wag
to
two trains with,
se
rumored,
attemptingthe
Grand
avenue
be a difficult matter to trace it to its
station, three miles rectos, who have WTheneTWT
cure a coaling station on ' the Pacific
th offi
BE IIELDJY WOMEN
American crawl.
8TOLEN BONDS RETURNED
TOM
source. For this reason a denial of
coast of Mexico- -. , The ambassador
As a result when the Missouri Pa cials of the railroad wish to scut a
Kansas City, April 6. Stocks and
the existence of such a letter may
declared he woua - not deny an old
cific fast mail train from St Louis supply train out of Chihuahua City
have toeen deemed the part ot policy bonds to the value of $105,000 were 8UCH A FLIGHT PLANNED AS story, which
IN COLORADO," THIRTEEN OF FAIR
ofbeen
since
had
long
which
arrives here fifteen minutes be they muxt obtain permission from tbV,
on the part of the man hunters. It stolen recently from a safe in this
SEX WILL TAKE HAND IN
ficially declared untrue. Nrf comment
OPENING FEATURE AVIATION
fore the time the Santa Fe train used Mexican officials, then obtain a persuch a dastardly deed as the sending city owned by Mrs. S. B. Armour,
was forthcoming from the Mexican
CITY MANAGEMENT
to leave the Union depot, reached the mit from Madero to enter the insur
SEASON IN EAST
of a threatening letter has been per- widow of the late Simeon B. Armour
a sort of
where the story was
ambassador,
accustomed
point of transfer, there recto territory.) In this way
petrated the search shouM be resumed of the Armour Packing company, and
as a '"bugaboo," which coninto beentered
at
is
laughed
agreement
(Denver, April 6. Thirteen women were no cars into which the west
New York, April 6. An aeroplane
with increasing vigor and the culprits sold, it was learned yesterday. All
and
the
Ahumada
tinues to haunt the United States.
tween
Governor
bound
A
mall
could
will
hold
be
few
important municipal offices
placed.
should be punished to the limit of the but a few thousand dollars has been fight from Washington to New York
insurrectos. The ifrain and railroad.
in
rr.inutes
as
a
Colorado
later
Santa
the
of
Fe
result
train
pull
Tuesday's
will
Atlantic
be
of
the
City,
restored to Mrs. Armour and no pro- by way
law if apprehended.
however, remain in control of the Inelections. Pueblo, the second largest ed out without the mall.
opening feature of the summer avi"Nothing new," is the statement of secutions will follow.
surrectos. Madero says he proposes
city of the state, elected a woman
ation season,, according to the plan TO SEEK GOLD ON
the officers when asked regarding the
to extend the inBurrecto civil governIdaho
auditor.
Telluride,
Leadville,
arranged for the Belmont Park meet,
progress of the investigation. "We
ment until it includes Mexico City,
and
elect
Montrose
Greeley
Springs,
19
21.
be
will
The
to
distance
GROVER HARRISON
May
ISLAND ed women
are up against It."
FORMER BANKER OF
the
as
did
SOUTHJEA
treasurers,
about 250 miles. The aviators will
Maintaining hia headquarters In the
Peace Parley Ends
smaller towns of Falrplay and Ridg-waAtlantic
come
the
pass
coast,
up
in
Coles
Ben
Police
office of Chief of
FOR
FIGHTS
FORTUNE
El
Tex., April 6. The policy
Las
Paso,
and
Animas
Colorado
City
A
DENVER TO GO FREE through Long Beach, Asbury 'Park, TACOMA MAN FITTING-OUthe City Hall, Captain Fred Fornoff
Maderos have been enthe
which
in
Duran-g- o
women
and
clerks
elected
sumcity
and
other
the Atlantic islands
A VESSEL TO SAIL ABOUT
of the territorial mounted police Is
last ten days, to all apfor
the
little
woman
a
alderman.
The
gaged
mer resorts.
SON SUE?
FATHER FOR ACMAY 1
conducting his campaign of investiga- LEONARD IMBODEN, SENTENCED
town of Alma will have two women
pearances came to a halt early this
COUNTING OF DEAD MOTHhours of
tion. His men are still actively at
officials, city clerk and treasurer.
morning, after twenty-fou- r
HEAVY SNOW IN IOWA
TO NINE YEARS, WILL BE
6.
work and are irunnlng down every
between
At
ER'S
ESTATE
ceaseless
almost
Tacoma,
Wash.,
telegraphing
April
Eagle
Waterloo, la., April 6 Six or
PAROLED
is- being
possible clew. The air of mystery
NO COLORADO SENATOR
this city and Chihuahua and Mexico
snow fell here this harbor the old bark Hesper
of
seven
inches
that shadowed the actions of the
There was no
Albuquerque, N. M., April 6. Fol- City. It is expected .Francisco Ma
Denver, April
The storm was a freak, outfitted for Captain Fred Hackett's
Denver, April 6. Leonard Imboden, morning.
cers for several days immediately folto
third
Cocos island for a election on today's senatorial ballot. lowing the entering of a petition last dero Sr., Alfonso Madero, Koque Es
expedition
vivid
snow
the
being accompanied by
A.
lowing the kidnaping has disappeared. who, with James
Hill, was lightning.
Saturday in the diBtrict court here on trada and Rafael Hernandez, the forpirate treasure supposed to be buried
the
in
posto
be
not
there. His story is that seventy-sipretend
the part of Grover V. Harrison, son of mer an attorney for the rebel Junta
They do
sentenced in March, 1906, to nine
Dr.
session of encouraging evidence or Ina
war
between
Peru
ago,
years
George W. Harrison of this city, and the latter an intermediary, will
during
LA FOLLETTE WOULD
years in the state penitentiary for at
formation. They say no headway is
also the order of Probate return to San Antonio tonight or to
Peruvians
and
the
their
loaded,
Chile,
following
tempting to wreck the Denver Sav- DESPONDENT BANKER
at
still
are
But
0
made.
$15,000,-00to
Mora on Tuesday in morrow.
they
Filomeno
being
treasury funds, amounting
Judge
Bank, will be paroled tomorAGAIN the probate court requiring an acTRY
worfe and there is no Indication that ings
in coin, aboard a vessel commandL. Gutierrez de Lara, the Los An
row. He has obtained permission to
Dr. George W. Harrison, geles socialist, who is now a captain
GUN
This
L.
ed
ENDS
ALLWITH
Captain
Thompson.
by
they are about to quit.
by
counting
to Kansas City and New York on
At midnight tonight a week will go
of his doings both as guardian of in the insurrecto army, starts In a
mariner quickly put out to sea, but obbusiness. Eventually he will go to
THE WISCONSIN SENATOR INTROranW. Harrison and as adminis- few days for a tour of New Mexico
of
he
Grover
ashore
have elapsed since the $12,000
put
signs
mutiny,
serving
Arizona. It is said both Imbouen and BODY OF CALIFORNIA FINANCIER
NAMDUCES! RESOLUTION
treassom was paid for the kidnaped boy's
his
buried
and
of
trator
Cocos
island
at
the estate of Guadalupe Pe in the interest of the insurrection to
Hill may start civil suits on the
ING COMMITTEE
ACROSS
GRAVES
LYING
FOUND
return. . Not an arrest has yet been
rea
de
ure
there.
deceased, the mother raise money and men. He says the
Harrison,
ground they were victims of a conof Grover W. Harrison, the young man plan now is to keep as many Mexicans
made.
OF WIVES
ha
what
Hackett
possesses
JanuIn
was
released
Captain
Hill
spiracy.
believes to be the original chart, showWashington, April 6. Senator La himself, accompanied by eminent as possible at work in the united
ary.
Follette
burled
coin
Bai6.
the
location
of
E.
L.
the
today introduced a resolution, counsel, has arrived In this city fom States so they can contribute to the
Calif.,
AprU
ing
Redding,
ADJOURNS OVER TO MONDAY
ley, vicerpresident of the Bank of boxes. He says that a landslide pre- providing for another investigation of Cambridge, Mass., where he has been cause and keep the army provisioned
evWashington, April 6. Both the ' BASEBALL CAMPAIGN- SOON
Northern California in this city, was vented his reaching the treasure on the Lorimer case. The resolution pursuing his studies in Harvard, uni- and in the field. He says almost
house and the senate held brief ses-- ,
is
states
base
border
the
of
directors
Monday the
found in a local cemetery last night, his last voyage. He is now equipping names as the committee of investiga- versity.
ery Mexican in the
'
slons today. No action of Importance ball association will call on the fans
the
to
in
the
filed
his
district
In
the
half
wages
Works
of
Senators
a
California;
petition
tion
contributing
powerful hydraulic
lying across the graves of his two the Hesper with
was
took) place. An adjournment
them
their pledges wives, with a bullet hole in his head plant, almost big enough to sluice Townsend of Michigan; McLean of court George W. Harrison is alleged insurrecto cause.
and secure from
taken until Monday.
of support for the Maroons during and a revolver by his side. A note away the whole Island, which i9 said Connecticut; Kern of Indiana and by his son to have had himself apthe summer. It is believed no diffi found by the body read, "I am weary to be only five miles In diameter. He Pomerene of Ohio. No action was pointed administrator of the estate of
culty will be encountered in securing and worn and physically and mentally hopes to sail in May, and believes that taken on the resolution as Senator La Guadalupe Perea de Harrison after NO SWEARING AMONG
sufficient money to guarantee a good unable to bear the load."
PEDESTRIANS PLAN
Follette intends to speak upon It at her death In 1889, and since that
Bailey had this timei nothing can prevent his
baseball team and assure the fans of been ill for
time, to have filed only two reports
another
weeks.
day.
many
THESE BALL PLAYERS
or
enjoyable contests on the dia
many
his conduct as such adnu
of
SOUTHWESTERN HIKE mond. It all the fans will come
in spite of the fact that the estate
across readily nobody will be com
was a large one and Involved .he
GRAND JUNCTION, COLO., BOASTS
to dig up beyond his means.
pelled
of many thousands of dolOVERLAND
handling
OF
MEETING
ANNUAL
CLUB MADE UP ENTIRELY
Everybody will be given a chance
lars.
WALKING CLUB HELD AT
to help out. Donations of from $50
OF CLERGYMEN
,
That Grover V. Harrison is the sole
JACKSON, MICH.
to 50 cents a month will be received
remaining heir of Guadalupe Perea
gladly and will be Invested in real
Grand Junction, Colo., April 6. A
de Harrison, deceased, sino the death
Jackson, Mich.,. April 6. At the an- baseball material. Early seasons in
of Ms sister, Mary Guadalupe Harri- baseball team composed' entirely of
nual meeting of the Overland Walk- dications point to Las Vegas as the
son, and that since coming of age, nis clergymen 'is" Grand Junction's latest
ing Club, held, here today, it was de- possessor of an excelent aggregation
are made
father induced him to visit a house acquisition! The nine layers
'
cided, the 191.2 "hike", should be of ball tossers. It will be necessary
him up of the pastors' " of the various
and
Louis
there
St.
in
persuaded
through Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Ne- to secure only a small amount of
to take the sum of $10,000 as his churches hero and the list includes
vada, California, Arizona, New Mex professional talent to put a team in
share of tie residue of the estate. some former college stars. The - minthe field that will be able to defeat.
ico, Texas ana UKianuiua. ium
he did thla while laboring under isters practice dally,, that is, six days
That
the trip will be to upper Michigan. with regularity Albuquerque, SantaFe
5
wrong
Impressions, and being without in the week. They have issued a
The members of the club most of and other cities in the territory. There
sufficient
knowledge of facts and cir- challenge to any team In the state
more
and
plentmen, have made never has been better
them middle-ageIn connection vdth the: es-- made up of members of one profescumstances
y?!
many tours of great length since Its iful localbaseball talent here than
sion, .
organization a number of years ago. this year.
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STATEHOOD AT SPECIAL SESSION

Washington, April 6. Senators Owen and Brown today
introduced bills looking to the immediate approval of the
constitutions framed for the proposed states of New Mexico
and Arizona. Statehood at the special session for the two

d

southwestern territories seems assured.

a

GOOD ADVICE TO

RAILROAD MEN
IN GENERAL
8ANTA FE CONDUCTOR BELIEVES
THEIR INTEREST8 ARE SAME
AS ROAD'S.

In the current number of the Santa
Fe Employee's Magazine there la an
article by R. p. John, a conductor on
the eastern division of the system,
which should receive the most care
ful consideration of every railway em
ploye, says the Railway Record. It Is
entitled "Present Situation and the
Should
Part the Railroad
Man
Take." At the outset Mr. John lays
down the incontrovertible proposition
that the Interests of the employer and
employe are' one and the same, and
that to protect his own interests an
employe must always be prepared to
stand out for the defense of those of
his employer. The two Interests are
the same. Each is dependent upon
the other, and anything which may
occur to injure or retard the Inter
ests of the one is certain so to react upon the welfare of the other in
such measure as Inevitably will prove
to be a serious detriment to it.
Every railway employe, therefore,
bas a vital interest in seeing to it
that the railway employing him is ac
corded the right of charging for the
services which it renders the public
in the transportation of the country's
traffic such rates as will prove fairUnless It is per
ly remunerative.
mitted to do so, it will be Impossi
slble for the railway corporation to
pay its employes the rates of wages
to which in common justice they may
be fairly entitled.
Every railway employe's interests
should prompt him to insist upon it
that the corporation for which he
works should have the right to charge
such rates as will afford it sufficient
reimbursement, after the cost of action in detail has been deducted, to
enable it to receive a fair profit in
return for the amount of capital,
brain, labor and time of 'mediation Is
expended. It is absurd for railway
employes to suppose that their welfare can go beyond that of the company employing them.
In Mr. John's opinion there never
has been a time when the railroads
have been prosecuted and persecuted
llke'4hey have been in the last three
years, all of which has been brought
elput by fanatic legislatlonand fancied
wrong. Mr. John is equally positive
in the opinion that railway employes
cannot rid themselves of
ty for the conditions affecting the
railway situation which exist today,
because they have failed to lend
their hearts and hands and last but
not least, their votes in placing men
in political office who would be fait
both to the railway companies and
their employes.
From the beginning of the world's
history, Mr. John points out, capital
has been the Inspiring power which
has kept things moving. By Its use
the railways have supplied the country with a net work of tracks which
have practically made the use of the
land possible. The expenditures of
this captital has furnished labor with
the means of existence. It has also
furnished the farmer with necessary
means of marketing his products at
such rates as have enabled him tvj
compete in their sale in all the markets of the world. Mr. John pertinently asks what the farmers have
done in return for the benefits which
they have derived directly from the
presence of the railways at their
doors, and he charges them with having simply listened to the unfair poli
tician who knew that by persisting
upon his misrepresentations of "the
railways to the farmers, he would be
heTped into office where he would be

I

SUflflY
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Sunny Monday Laundry
Soap is white and contains no
rosin. Instead of being made
from cheap tallow, refuse
greases and rosin, as most
laundry soaps are, Sunny
Monday contains high-grad- e
materials, such as choice fats
and vegetable oils. Its white-ues- s
is proof of its purity.
Sunny Monday is easy on
;he hands, easy on the clothes ;
can be used in any kind of water.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
CHICAGO

COMPANY

able to feather his own nest at the
price of the general we'fare of the
people of the country.
the
Mr. John commends heartily
movement undertaken by the management of the Santa Fe system in
arrangement of meetings for the instruction of employes and the general
public in all matters relating to the
conduct of railway affairs. He believes
that great good will be accomplished by the campaign which Is now
being conducted in this direction.
Through the addresses that are being
delivered the employes of the company and the general public will be
brought to understand more clearly
than they have ever been able to do
in the past the peculiar conditions
under which the railways are comwill
pelled to work. These meetings
an
opportunity
afford the employes
of coming into personal contact with
the representatives of the company,
and of getting better acquainted in
a business way with the aftairs of
the company, while they will also af
ford the officers of the company an
opportunity of discovering the strong
and the weak places in the system
under their command. They will af
ford the representatives of the employer and the employe alike an opportunity to unite for the purpose of
bringing about the best results for
the company. Whether the position
occupied be high or low, they should
all, without exception, feel a strong
personal Interest in the business prosperity of the company, and should be
as solicitous for its welfare as each
Is for his own.

HE PICTURES TWO

What's Right

"BUFFALOES" IN

to Wear for

THE SENATE

Easter

JONES SAYS BILL HAS GOT NOTH
ING ON HIM, IN A BOSTON

INTERVIEW
Boston, April

6.

Buffalo Jones, who

Women Who Have Already Visited Our Store Have
Found Authoritative Answers in Our Assemblage of New Spring Goods

thinks nothing of taking a little jaunt

down into Africa and terminating the
career of the dread lion by roping him
with his trusty lasso when he isn't
raising buffalo out on his ranch near
Las Vegas, New Mexico, loped into
Boston the first of the week hot on
the trail of Buffalo Bill and pitched
his tent at the Adams House.
Buffalo Jones was all heated up
over the announcement which Buffalo
Bill made the other day to the effect
that he was going to be the first senator from Arizona when Arizona becomes a state next year. "Why dad- blame it." exclaimed B. Jones. "Bill
Cody hasn't got anything on me. New
Mexico'll float into the Union along
with Arizona, and I'll be blamed If I
don't think 111 be traveling into Washington as senator right alongside of
Bill Cody."
Mr. Jones is In Boston to tell Lady
Grey of Canada how easy it is for a
western cowboy to go down into Africa
and lasso wild animals instead or
PARDON
shooting them. Lady Grey was the
CONSIDERING
guest of Bryce J. Allan of 110 Beacon
street, the other night, and it was
IN STRIPLING CASE there
that Mr. Jones told Lady Grey
about his African adventures. It was
FORMER DANVILLE, VA, POLICE only a month ago that Lady Grey's
brother-in-lawas killed by a Hon In
CHIEF LIKELY TO BE
British East Africa.
FREED
When Buffalo Jones was born, he
unanes j., urn. ue
was christened
Atlanta. Ga.. April 6. A mass of shuns the Charles J. as he shuns the
correspondence and petitions confront ordinary boots of commerce. When
ed the Georgia pardon commission the Post reporter held speech with
when it met today to consider the ap him yesterday, he was wearing a big
plication for a pardon for Edgar Strip yellow sombrero, and a very big pair
ling the Danville, Va., police cniei nf hrown moose-hid- e
moccasins. "Nev
who was arrested reecntly and re er wear
anything else," declared Buf
turned to this state to serve a life falo.
e
it, the' kind of
"Why,
term for a murder committed four- shoes that you
wear are about
people
teen years ago. The widespread in like sheet-iro- n
when it comes to
terest in the case was evidenced by warmth and comfort.
the fact that the petitions for Strip"As for this senator business, the
ling's pardon came from many sec
out in New Mexico have been at
tions of the country. The correspon boys
me
for
years to hold down offices. Last
in
dence included letters from many
I was In New York, they
when
fluential persons in Harris county, year,
me and offered me the potelegraphed
was
crime
Georgia, where the alleged
I wouldn't
of
sition
representative.
.nmmUteil.
from Danville, where
take it, because I didn't want it. But
E
of
R.
name
under
the
Stripling,
a senator la different. Why, I'd
Morris, was a respected citizen up being
be
glad to have a position like that
to the time of his recent arrest, and
for the sake of my two daughCarolina
just
North
in
from various points
ters.
They'd like to have their daddy
where he worked after his escape
a
have
of
place like that, I guess I know
time
to
the
and
up
from prison
about
everybody out In New Mexico,
his removal to Danville. The appli
about
and
not
everybody knows me.
is
cation for the pardon, however,
without opposition. An urgent appeal They'll give it to me if I want it;
I
that Stripling be returned to prison and If they want to give it to me,
to serve his sentence has been re guess I'll take it.
"It'd be kinda funny if Buffalo
ceived from the relatives and friends
of W. J. Cornett, who fell a victim to Bill and Buffalo Jones hit Washing
4, ton together as senators, wouldn't it?
Stripling's bu'let on September
e
it, it certainly would
1897. At his trial, Stripling confessed Huh!
to shooting Cornett, declaring the Huh!" And Mr. Jones chuckled and
latter had insulted his wife and sis- looked down at a big gold medal which
to
imdecorated his vest. "Presented
te'r. He was sentenced to life
transCanadian
for
the
Jones
J.
Charles
by
prisonment. While waiting
fer to the penitentiary he made his Cami March 6, 1311," read the in
escape and had been at liberty more scription on it, "in recognition of his
than fourteen years when he was services as a Pioneer, Humanitarian,
arrested a few weeks ago. After his and Conserver of the Animal
escape Stripling was joined by his
wife and three children- - He now
"Yaas," said Mr. Jones, as the re-ten
children.
has
porter fingered the medal to see
whether It was real gold, "that's my
latest. I've got so many of 'em cups
and medals and such that it's a bur
ANOTHER REDUCTION
den to tote 'em around. I've got one
that wouldn't go in a washtub.
IN THE TAX LEW cup"I've always been fond of wild animals. Out of all the buffaloes that are
In the world, I'm responsible for
MEANS SAVING OF $250,000 IN TWO living
three quarters. There are 2,500 living
'
YEARS TO THE PEOPLE OF
and they all came from 85 calves. Out
NEW MEXICO
of the 85, I caught 52 myself. .I've
got a herd of 150 of them out home
Santa Fe, N. M., April 6. Territor- now.
ial Auditor W. G. Sargent has just
"When It comes to animals, grizzlies
announced that the tax levy for the or lions, or tigers or elephants or
coming' fiscal year will be 10 mills, a anything else,. I've always claimed
reduction of 10 per cent compared that any 'man can bluff any wild
with last year and almost 50 per cent animal so long as he's got his confireduction in two years.
dence with him. Every wild animal
This is due to the wise and econom- loves his life, and If he thinks he's in
ical administration of territorial af- danger of losing it he's just naturally
fairs by republican officials and re- going to quit what he's doing and
publican legislatures. On an assess- light out. He's the same as man withment of $60,000,000, the saving to tax- out any
pants who sees a bumble-be- e
payers will be $250,000, as compared buzzing around. That man's just natwith two years ago.
urally going to light out and get away
because he
from that bumble-bee- ,
knows that the bumble-bee'- s
ROOSEVELT IN SEATTLE
got the
Seattle, Wash., April 6. After ability and the courage to make him
uncomfortable.
spending the early forenoon in
"It doesn't make any difference to
where he was enthusiastically
received, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt me whether I'm fully armed or
arrived In Seattle this afternoon. He whether I haven't a defence when
here until tomorrow I run into the wildest animal that
will remain
when
he will leave for Spo- walks, if I've only got a rotten branch,
morning,
kane. The local program provides t can fool that animal into thinking
for several features of entertainment. I'm going to kill him inside of 10
de- seconds, and that animal just naturally
This afternoon the
livered an address to the students of ?etsi up and drifts.
the University of Washington.
"That's how Daniel bluffed the lions
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Ready-to-wea-

even the

little things as neckwear, hand bags and so on
flect with precision the latest Fashion-dictate-

re-
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But though new there are no fads among them. In
the selection of our stock we cater to the woman who
appreciates the exclusive and the elegant combined
with newness.
These are such things as will proclaim you well
dressed on Easter parade and will yet serve yon well
through the season.
)
You can make no mistake in choosing your Easter
costume here even prices are attractive.
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Appropriate Dresses for the

Easter Season

Whether you wish a sheer dainty creation of exquisite beauty for special occasions a lengerie dress of
exceptional style or a more practical and serviceable
dress of Silk in the newest and best styles we are. prepared to supply your needs. All our garments are
bought in exclusive styles and qualities are unequaled
for the price.
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$7.50 to $65.00

Modish Suits

Exclusive Millinery
Popular Prices

For Ithose wishing suits we are
showing a beautiful variety of the
newest most approved models ini
hand tailored garments as well as the
more dressy effects.

dad-blam-

Dainty Waists

at

New modish millinery in the
most desirable creations and each
hat possessing an exclusive distinction of its own. ' Your Easter outfit will include a new hat
let us supply you.. Our styles
are right and our prices guaranteed.

Are always desirable this season
especially so. The new models are
unusually ' dainty and attractive.
Sheer, pretty effects with Dutch
Necks and the new Peasant Half
Sleeve, dainty creations from Lace
and Embroidery and many other
attractive models that are bound to
please you.

$3.50 to $15.00

$1.50 to $15.00

.

All desirable colors and fabrics
are among them.
Every garment is perfectly made
and carries our personal guarantee
as to style and quality.

$3COO tO $30.00
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s
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VICTOR

Talking Machines

ESTABLISHED
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Records in City

Dad-blam-

Ta-com-

dad-blam-

the lion's den. Anybody with confidence could have done what Daniel
did.
Roosevelt, himself
told me that Daniel didn't have anything on me, and he meant it.
"The reason that we were so
successful in roping animals down in
Africa was because we had confidence, in the first place, and because
we could outguess them in the second place. I can read the mind of
any animal that lives. I know what
he's going to do every minute, and I
make my moves ahead of him. Weju6t
played with the lions and the rhinoceroses down in Africa, though a good
part of the time we weren't more than
three seconds ahead of death.
Death
kept us moving pretty fast sometimes, and that's true.
"Out there in Africa the Englishmen were betting seven to one that I
wouldn't rope a lion or a rhino. A
man out there
young American
thought the thing over a while and
figured that we weren't coming 12,000
miles without carrying the goods on
our clothes. So he took a mess of the
bets. He made an awful killing when
we came back with the animals and
the moving pictures to prove that
we'd done as we said. The Englishmen paid up like little, men, too.
"But I'll be
if I'll ever
forget how that one old lioness that
we roped came jumping after us.
Roar! Gosh, how she roaretd!" And
Mr. Jones gave an imitation of a lion's
roar that made all the pictures on the
walls tremble. "But we
her," he went on, "and got her. But,
by gosh, I'll never forget the roars
that she let out when she came hop
ping across the veldt at ub. Wow!"
And Buffalo Jones fanned himself with
his yellow sombrero and Intimated
that he would take something long
In

d

with Ice In It.

TRUE

FORTY-TW- O

BILLS RETURNED
COLFAX

COUNTY

SUBMITS

GRAND

REPORT AND

For the Special Trade

JURY
IS

DISCHARGED

Raton, N. M., April 6. After having been in session almost two weeks
the grand jury of Colfax county yesterday submitted Its final report to
the court and was discharged by
Judge Clarce J. Roberts. During its
deliberations the grand jury inquired
into 57 cases. It returned 42 indictments and 15 no true bills. The jury
reported having found a minimum of
serious crime in Colfax county.

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

Apple Brandy
Aprioot Brandy
5

"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It is the best
for
cough remedy on the market
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by all druggists.

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Kye, so we have
your brand.

Stars

California Brandy

G. H. MummsCo.
Pommery
GreatWeste
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare
Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

Imrsteiner

Imported Port andJSherry also White Port Wine

GD
TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH
Wills Point, Tex. In a letter from
Wills Point, Mrs. Victoria Stalllnga
1 was afflicted wun womanly
Bays:
troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
suffered awful pains. I certainly
would have died, if I had not .been relieved by taking Cardui, Now I am
stronger, and in better health thai!
I ever waa in my life. I can't say
half enough for this great medicine."
Do you need relief? ; Try Cardui for
your womanly troubles. Its long record of successful use is your guarantee. Thousands of ladles have been
helped to health and happiness by
Cardui. It will surely help you. Try
a bottle today.
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If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
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Farms

must
a means of
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
include

of prospective
buyers.
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Being j elected mayor of Chicago
teems to hare become a habit of Carter Henry Harrison. He was elected
the first time in 1S97. Then the
voters chose him every two years un-

1

1903.

The election of Carter Harrison as
mayor of Chicago for the fifth time
means that the Harrisons, who came
to the Western metropolis first when
the town bad only a few thousand
Inhabitants, have not outgrown their
usefulness to the city they have
helped to make. Carter Harrison,
father of the man elected Tuesday,
was the first Harrison to be chief
executive of the city. He was elected
in 1879 and also was
four
times. Then be was assassinated October 28, 1893, by a dissatisfied
worker. Carter Harrison Til'-- ,
son if the new mayor, already had
started his public career. In June,
1904, he formally opened the West
division street bridge, which cost the
city of Chicago $250,000 and required
a year and a half to build.
When Young Carter Harrison, as
they cailed him then, first was made
mayor of Chicago, he was elected by
dissatisfied votes, rather than party
strength. Then, they 'grow to like
Carter Harrison. In Chicago, and hs
went through four highly successful
terms In the executive office, without
a break, a record seldom equaled In
are
smaller cities, where
more common. At the close of his
fourth term be had made a nearly
hopeless police force efficient; had
attacked the violence of strikes and
sacrificed popularity; bad stopped
among
cheap forms of gambling,
others the policy games, and bad In- ti'odm ed a system of day labor managed by the city and had proven It
to be more economical than contract
work.
:M"fJH
A statement made by Harrison
shortly after his fourth election was
construed to mean that be bad bis
eye on the democratic nomination for
president. He said that bis election
was a victory for municipal ownership, which would be developed into
a scheme of national ownership of
utilities.
o

AMERICA MUST SPEAK
Our country has an honorable record for leadership in the peace proIts sentiment
paganda to sustain.
must be declared one way or the
other on the act of Theodore Roosevelt in bringing about the treaty of
Portsmouth and of President
Ta't
in moving for a world peace. Las:
but not least, there must be taken
into consideration the acts of Andrew Carnegie. Sooner or later the
country must take action to make
the movement for world peace national instead of individual, as it now
appears- All divisions of British opinion are
united In espousing the proposal of
a treaty with, this country agreeing

to submit all international questions
even those of bonor, to arbitration
First set forth by Sir Edward Grey,
it has been indorsed by Mr. Balfour,
by John Redmond, by Lord Rose-berIt has been welcomed by the
British press, and Sunday was the
theme of the British pulpit.
The proposal originated withPresi
dent Taft, and took the form of an
unofficial utterance some weeks ago.
It has been cordially received, but its
sweeping character, Its epochmaklng
, possibilities, have not been discerned
so clearly, nor realized so deeply, as
It is time we
in Great Britain.
.heard affirmatively from some of the
senators whose business it will be
to pass on such a treaty, should it
be negotiated. It is time the conspicuous leaders of both parties took positions as pronounced and as honor-abl- e
have
leaders
as the British

taken,

.

nual "Clean-UDay," and during the
month
present
general crusades
against filth and the pests and dangers that come of it are to be waged
in over half the states. This course
or lesson in sanitary science Is growing more popular particularly in the
southern states, and observant health
officers are agreed that notable Improvement is already discernible in
the health and comfort of communi
ties In which the cleaning up has
been well performed. The direct bene
fits are set down as follows:
1. Fewer flies during the spring
and summer.
Fewer mosquitoes this summer
therefore
3. Less typhoid, malaria and hookworm and diarrhoea disease.
4.
Freedom from disgusting odors
from your own or some other back
yards.
5. General improvement in the appearance and sanitary tone of your
home town.
value to you
C. The advertising
and your town which such a clean-uday will bring.
day each year
Even one clean-utends to teach the boys and girls, and
the older people as well, the necessunselity and wisdom of it, and the
fishness of It when the lesson is Imbenepressed in the right way. Great
fit comes of it both directly and incidentally. The health board of South
Carolina explains that sanitary
nowadays to
do not attempt
drown all the disease germs with dis
infectants.
They ihave found that
the human body is amply equipped to
take care of itself it given half a
chance, that there is small likelihood
of any one's contracting an infectious disease unless the normal resisting powers of the body have been
reduced by the Impairment of the
eeneral health of the individual, or
unless the individual is subjected to
the sudden or continued invasion of
excessive or enormous numbers of the
germs." But all the health boards
agree that the more of the disease
exgerms we destroy or keep out of
the
strong
istence, the more chances
as well as the weak have of good
health and long life. The South Carolina board explains further that today physicians "believe in asepsis,
the removal of dirt, and not in
the disinfection of dirt."
While it is very generally conceaea
that clean-uday should not he as
much as a year apart, that it would
really be better to have one each
month, or to make every day in the
vear clean-uday, still we must do
the best we can even in important
matters of this kind, and there is no
reason to be discouraged over the
good start that has been made and
is auite sure to be followed up by
continuous improvement of sanitary
conditions in the comfort and health
of the people.
p
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DAYS IK N H RLY erful, Js applied to the heart when
It has already contracted, it refuses
ALL THE STATES
to respond. It Is resting, and it must
Almost 'every Btate now has an an- relax at its appointed time. Were it

CLEAN-U-

.

...

not for this- - "refractory phase," almost any stimulus, coming jM the
time of contraction, would be fatal.
ShakaaneardL '"in a few. iAi tpbrases,
has perhip! fmtdone other poets in
praise of "the innocent sleep,
balm of hurt minds." If we were
Shakespeare we should spend a few
strokes of genius in dramatizing me
heart. Another of its qualities is
shown in "the law of all or none."
When the heart does contract, it con
tracts with all its might, regardless
of the degree of stimulus applied. II
a pin Is stuck an inch into your nose,
you Jump further than if it pricks
Just behind
the skin; a cannon-sho- t
more than a
you
startles
back
your
Not so the heart, it
t A the sliehtest electric spark
as completely as to a powerful current. When science, in the nineteenth
century, was establishing Its domina
tion of the world, some fearea tne
end of mystery, poetry, awe, and
wonder; but are not those qualities
than
being fed with vaster material
before?
them
ever encouraged
pop-gun-

o

THE DOMINANT

QUESTION

Talk about the special session of
congress, or trouble in China all is
forced; the baseball season Is upon
us. Will Cy Young pitch another
season? Will Collins and Coombs
and the rest of the world's champions
keep their form? Is the infield of
as
Sox
the White
strengthened
much as Chicago hopes? Will Cincinnati at last live up to what many
observers hope of her?, How will Cree
Can Detroit get
do at short-stoback her batting pace? What we want
to know is this year's condition of
and Babe Adams,
Hans WagnerJohnny Evers and young King Cole,
Drucke and Marquard. A few weeks
from now the male public mind will
be In such a state that any war in
Mexico will have to step lively to
divide attention with the national
same.
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Mrs J Getid6l Gould's

HawB' Cti i Glass

About Children

Motherhood is the most beautiful
thing in a woman's life.
A woman secures greater pleasure
from her children than from anything
else.
Large families are good when' par
ents are able to care for them;
otherwise a pity.
Her greatest regret is that there
is no more baby about her hoiue.
Hates to see Gloria growing out of
babyhood.
Believes that children should be
brought up In the country whenever
possible.
Fresh air in large and copious quantities at all times.
Children should not be sent to
school until they have grown to an
age of understanding, her eldest children, for instance, not sent to school
until 17 or 18 years of age. George
jr., sent when 12.
Early training of children by tutors when possible the very besti
When tutors are not to be had
mother and father should direct the
training of children for first ten or
twelve years.
Believes a careful. training in modern languages the very best basis Of
an education. All her children speak
French, German and some of them
Italian. They study English last.
When weather permits, all study
is done by her children out of doors.
exercisers necessary as

are skilled,

in almost, every

....

(NOT NEAR CUT)

out-of- -

Ji

int 'baby swim and
door game.'
ride horseback every day in the summer.
All her children are started in the
study of music, but none is forced
to continue if they show they have
It will please you to know that you have the best
I V.
.. I
!,.nno real liking for it.
'
Boys are allowed to follow their
own inclinations so far as training
themselves for business life. The two
elder have shown an inclination to
' '
OPTICIAN
.'
JEWELER
continue in the same line of work as
forced
not
were
their father, but they
to do so- Same freedom of choice was given
to the girls when they grew up. For
example, their marrying young was in
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
keeping with that policy.
near
children
have
Mother should
her as much as possible.
$3. 40 5; native cows and heifers, $3
flONEY AND STOCKS
Mother should supervise the dress6.20;,stockers and feeders, $4.75
New York, April 6. Call money,
ing of her children. In the house
bulls, $45.50; calves, $47;
per cent. Prime mercan 5.85;
none of the children is ever dressed
western
western
steers, $5 6. 25;
4
per cent. Mexican
too warmly. When they go out they tile paper,
63. Sugar cows, $3.255.25.
45- - Amlagamated
always change into warmer .cloth- dollars
Hogs 12,000. Market strong to 5
109
Great
119
Atchison
ing.
.
,
cents
$6.306.60;
higher. Bulk,
Northern 125
Reading 155
and
A mother should have a system in
packers
heavy,
$6.256.40;
Pacific
115
Union
Pacific
Southern
$6.55
the rearing of her children, and she
00;
light,
butchers, $6. 356.
177. Steel 77
pfd. 118
should rigidly adhere to It
6.70.
A home should be primarily for the
Market steady to
Sheep 10,000.
' I1E1AL f
children. It should be the dearest
10 cents lower. Muttons, $45.25;
place in their memory in after years. New York. April 6. Lead dull $4.45
lambs, $5.506.25; fed wethers and
fed western
Thinks it fine for children to have
standard copper dull Spot and yearlings, $4.255.60;
sisters and brothers of their own age 4.50;
ewes,
$44.80.
Silver 53.
that they may study and develop to- May $11.7011.85.
followed
was
policy
gether. That
study.
CMICAQO LIVESTOCK
e
WOOL
Never permits any of her children with Kingdon and Jay and with
6,500.
Chicago, April 6. Cattle,
and Vivien.
when young to study for more than
Market Market steady. Beeves, $5.255-90- ;
6. Wool.
St.
April
Louis,
A child's diet should be simple.
western
one hour at a time.
Territory and westen Texas steers, $4.505.75;
The one great rule above all others unchanged.
feedand
Exercise should be like play.
stockers
16
sters, $4.905.90;
mediums, 1922; fine mediums,
use common sense at all times.
All children, except the youngest,
and
cows
heifers,
fine!
ers,
1213.
$45.75;
18;
$2.706; calves,. $57.
'
SPRINGER REPUBLICANS WIN
Hogs 21,000. Market steady to
time you say," responded the capGRAIN AND PROVISIONS
mixed,
6.
N.
trong.
Light $6.456.90;
M.,
Springer
April
tain. Everybody's Magazine.
Springer,,
85
6.
Wheat
$6.056.30;
May
heavy,
$G.256.08;
Chicago April
had her annual city election Tuesday,
Corn May 47 good to chice, heavy,
$6.306.60;
July 85
Though mighty deeds you may have and for the first time In many years 2
49
Oats May 30 pigs, $6.3O6.80; bulk, $6.356.50.
done .
July
the entire republican ticket was elect
Market
same.
steady.
Pork May
Sheep 15,000.
July 30
Keep hustling just the
ed. C. F. Hortenstein, candidate for
run
Lard Native, $35; western,
home
$3.255;
$15.02 12; July $14.77
Remember that last year's
mayor, won over his democratic oppo- May $7.92
yearlings, $4.505.60; lambs, native,
July $8.02
Won't count in this year's game.
nent, D. A. Clouthier, by thirty-fiv- e
Star8.05". Ribs May $8.45; July $8.05.
Washington
$56.50; western, $56.50.
votes, 139 votes being cast.
I
Safe Medicine for Children
Willie Don't lick me, mother!
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
women
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
and
men
three
four
DAY
saved
A
IN
ONE
COLD
TO
CURE
just
Kansas City, Mo., April 6. Cattle, is a safe and effective medicine for
from drowning.
BROMO Quinine 4,000, including 300 southerns. Mar- children as it does not contain opiates
Take LAXATIVE
.
The geniuen FolMother How?
falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
ket steady to strong. Native steers, or harmful drugs.
and Tar Compound is in
Honey
ey's
Willie They was jest going on de
if
it
refund
money
Druggists
$5.506.60; southern steers, $5 a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
ice when I broke through. Puck.
ture is on each box. 25c.
and
heifers, Red Cross Drug Co.
6.10; southern cows
new
"The children need Something
every week. You have no children,
hence you can't understand."
"I understand, old chap. I have an
automobile." Washington Herald.
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A schoolteacher

p

v

.1-

-

in Australia

re-

ceived the following note: "Cur, ass,
you are a man of no legs. I wish to
inter my bowle in your skull." Mystified by the apparent thirst for his
blood, the teacher laid the matter before the board of trustees, who summoned the writer and demanded an
explantion. The writer of the note,
an illiterate sheepman, was as much
perplexed by the summons as the
teacher had been by the note, for
the sheepman had intended to be
quite complimentary and could see no
reason fhy his innocent little missive
should have stirred up such a commotion. This is the way he read it:
o
"Sir, as you are a man of knowledge,
I wish to enter my boy in
your
ENJOYING OURSELVES
school." Charles Beresford in Good
Housekeeping.
The New York Times observes that
luxuries
in 1910 the cost of
A service paper relates an amusing
indulged in by Americans Included
of King Louis of Bavaria. His
story
$300,000,000;
these items: Jewelry,
was much annoyed on one
majesty
automoconfectionery, $365,000,000;
occasion when the soldier on guard at
;
$450,000,-000biles, $496,000,000; tobacco,
alcholic drinks, $1,745,300,000; the palace gates neglected to present
arms. The truth was, the soldier did
total, $3,365,300,000. 'Waste, extravanot know his majesty by sight.
and
the
economists
the
howl
gance!"
"Why don't you present arms?" the
moralists. Yes, there is a percentage
and latter asked, angrily. "Don't you
of waste due to
to overcharges by retailers, particular- know to whom you are indebted for
bread?"
ly in the matter of liquid refresh- your daily
The sentry glared angrily at the
ments. But this waste, comparativeincidental. King, .and, imagining him to be the
is only
ly speaking,
Money spent for ."creature comforts" army baker, replied:
"So you .are the miserable son of a
and luxuries is not necessarily wasted.
A life narrowed down to the baker who furnishes the soldiers wila
bare necessities is a very colorless, bread, are you? Well, I should like to
burdensome sort of existence. It is a have you by yourself In some quiet
question whether overindulgence on place. I'd Bpread your ungainly anatthe whole is worse than underindul-gence- . omy over three kingdoms! I'd make
The figures quoted show some dough of you."
'
odd things. Apparently they prove
that the American woman is fonder
"So you employed the most expenof candy than she is of jewelry, which sive soloists you could find for your
may, as one pleases, either be consid- musical?"
ered an indication that she has an
Cumrox.
"Mother
"Yes," replied
unusual love for things that tickle the and the girls insisted on it. I don't
palate, or a proof that she has be- know whether their idea was to show
gun to discount the. barbaric array. that we do care for art or that we
The figures for tobacco are not rela- don't care for money." Washington
tively high when one considers that Star.
both sexes now indulge in the weed
to a considerable extent- - Except posThomas W. Lawson is looked upon
sibly in one instance the figures are as a patron saint by the Portuguese
encouraging rather than otherwise, fishermen who live in the vicinity of
because they reveal an optimistic
summer
Dreamwold, the Lawson
spirit in the people. As a rule place. There have been occasions
pessimists are not
when the great man has handed out
o
bills of large denomination' for small
THE HUMAN HEART
favors, such as boat rides, so every
fisherman is anxious to do all hs
to gain and retain the favor of
can
.
revealed
High among the marvels,
more fully as science goes forward, his wealthy neighbor.
had
Last summer i; Mr. Lawson
ranks that machine which is called
the human heart, remarks Collier's driven to Cohasset beach aid was
Weekly. 'Imagination and admiration strolling akmg when, he met the capThe
Betsy,?
greet its mysterious efficiency. Con- tain of the lobster-boa- t
sider what is called "the refractory captain removed his hat arid stood
at attention.
phase" what a startling
habit of the heart It is. The organ "What time is the tide high, capspends its life In a series of regular tain?" asked Mr. Lawson.
pauses If a stimulus, however pow- - "Any time you say, Mr, Lawson. Any
open-hande-

;
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signa-Tablets-

Crawford Your hair doesn't seem
to look as pretty as before we were
married.
Crawford Of course, not,
Mrs.
dear. I used to pay a dollar then to
have it marcelled every time you
called. Puck.

The Display of 1911 Dress Fabrics
a Bower of Summer Beauty
Many Different Styles in iSummer Silks and Cottons
Blooming Forth Ready to be Picked

,

to"I am going to aBk your father
in
marriage."
hand
for
your
night
you
"How dreadfully
are."
"In what way?"
"Don't ask him; tell him." Washington Post.
,

"Did you ever," said one preacher
to another, "stand at the door after
your sermon and listen to what people had to say about it as they passed
1
'
out?"
Replied he: "I did once" paused
and a sigh "but I'll never do it
again." Modern Eloquence.

t

We've coaxed (he choicest fashion buds into bloom. 'Whether
you're one of the happy birds of passage soon to be flitting, or
just one of those wistfully checking off the days, you'll want to
share this joyous foretaste of summer at BACHARACITS
1.

Summer Dresses
1

1
Redfern-Warner'-

ill

w

$4.50 to $25.00

"What became of the blooming
town since I was last here?" he demanded.
"TJmph!" exclaimed the fat Esquimau, as he munched a candle, "ice
huts all gone. Explorer talk so much
'hot air' melt 'em all." Chicago

l&s;Proof and Gossard Cor-

s

sets in NevVik and Best Models
inspection of the broad assortment with a wide
variety of
models suitable for anv- -Dossible variation nf (lt ItPA U7lll
J Li I
you to solve the problem of preparing for the new giowns.
An

1

,

(

-

"Well, you are no longed poor and
'r '
,'
struggling." .' ".'
"You're half right, We are rich,' but
still struggling. My 'w'lfe has the society craze." Kansas City Journal.

.

'.i

Lovely as Las Vegas has ever dreamed.
Linens, Mulls, Marquesettes, Batistes. These
are superb in coloring as a Tropical landFrocks for morning or evening
scape.
The finest styles and1 materials
hours.
Bacharach's have ever shown is the chorus
i
of general opinion.

Joshua had made the sun stand
still.
"Fine; but we bet you can't make
Willie Jones do It!" we cried.
Herewith he acknowledged his limitations. Harper's Bazar.

"Shake before taking," read the
fever and ague victim from the label
on the bottle of medicine! .
"Talk about your sarcasm," be
said to himself, "that Is sure the real
thing." Philadelphia Times.

,i

;

"I want you for my very own," said
the rich old gentleman, when he had
succeeded in getting the beautiful
girl to listen to him.
"But how can I be your very own?"
"Why why, you can marry me,
can't you?"
"I suppose I could; but don't you
think, if you really want me, it would
be safer to adopt me?" Judge.

News-

:,VH

An Exclusive i Group of

CorseFffpm

50c up to $15.00

f

515-51- 7

"The

Store or Quality

Opposite

RaifrSacU
II

Avenue

E. Las Vegas,

2
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Castaneda
Hotel
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WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

M. H. Smith of Albuquerque was
among, the business visitors in Lai
Vegas today.
Dlonaclo Martinez, who resides In
Cimarron, arrived last night and will
be here a few days.
A. B. Recknagel, of the Third district headquarters of the United
States forest service in Albuquerque,
is in town on official business.
Tim O'Leary, a Santa Fe detective
who had been working on the Rogers
kidnaping case, hag returned from
short visit to his home In Pueblo- J. B. .Jenkins of Denver, representing the Missouri Bridge and Iron
company, the concern that built the
Gallinas' bridge Is in the city.
W. IV Shea, traveling freight and
passeflger agent for the Rio Grande
railway,, with- - headquarters in Santa
Fe, arrived, today and Is spending a
short time In Las Vegas looking after business for his road.
F. M. Palmer, Las .Vegas agent for
the Wells Fargo Express company,
and Mrs.' Palmer, left today for Colorado, where they will 'spend two
months. Mr. Palmer's work here will
be handled by a, relief agent during
his absence.
Henry Essinger, who formerly resided in Las Vegas and ran a wholesale liquor store in the stand now occupied by pharles Greenclay, is In
the city on business. Mr. Essinger
represents a big wholesale house and
registers from Santa Fe.
Judge E. V. Long returned, last
night from Raton, where he had been
for two weeks. Judge Long was active in the defense of Humphreys and
Farr, who were acquitted of the robbery of the Wells Fargo Express company at French three years ago.
--

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

Western
1 Garden

I

I

Seed
In Bulk

and

Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

a

Largest
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

AVERTED
SANTA

FE RAILROAD

DOWN STEPS

DEPART-

BODY

OF FLORENTINO FLORE8
FOUNQ LYING ON SIDEWALK
ON DOUGLAS AVENUE

MENT 'EXTINGUISHES BLAZE
IN OFFICE BUILDING

Demonstrating its ability in time of
need the Santa Fe fire department
last night extinguished a blaze that
threatenined the destruction of the
frame office building east of the round
house occupied by the division foreman and other officials. The building is of frame. It has been standing for years and the wood la as dry
as tinder. In the high wind that prevailed last night the work of the firemen in saving the structure was
strenuous but they made good. Had
the fire been allowed to spread the
Santa Fe's entire plant might have
been destroyed as the oil house, in
which was stored several thousand
riallons of oil, la only a few feet from
the office building.
The fire started in the basement
beneath the office. Its cause is unknown but probably was due to defective wiring. The flames had gained considerable headway before the
and
fire was extinguished. Books
papers were removed from the office
by the firemen. The East Las Vegas
fire department responded to an alarm
but the Santa Fe firemen had the fire
under control when it arrived.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS

I

J.

A.

A. M.

EVENING

Lying face downward on the flight
of stone steps leading from Douglas
avenue to the west end of the Douglas avenue school grounds, the body
of Florentine Flores was found at an
early hour this morning. Evidently the
man had been dead for several hours,
as the muscles were rigid. Upon the
right side of the forehead there was
a large bruise. The mouth also was
badly bruised and tbe nose was flattened but not broken. City Physician
Dr. C. C. Gordon, after an examination of the body in the morgue of
Johnsen & Son, where it was taken
soon after its .discovery, announced
It as his opinion the wounds on the
head and mouth were not of a sufficiently serious nature to have caused
death. ,It was Dr. Gordon's belief
the man had fallen dead from natural
causes and that the wounds were
received in falling. Evidences of
foul play were lacking.
At an Inquest which was held this
morning by Justice D. R. Murray,
relatives of Flores testified that he
had retired early last night, after
complaining that he was not feeling
well. He was not missed from his
home until news was brought that he
had been found dead. It is believed
that FJores, unable to sleep, got up
from his bed early in the morning
and started for the East side. It was
his habit to shorten the distance
from his home on the West side by
school
cutting across the
about to descend the steps the
man likely was seized with heart
failure and pitched headlong.
The body was discovered at 6
o'clock by two boys who were out delivering goods for a bakery. They
notified the ofBcers who had it removed to the morgue. The body was
prone upon tne race on we wain
while the feet were upon the steps.
The hands vera stretched out behind
the back and were not in the position
that would he assumed by a man falling, if unconscious.
Flores was 32 years of age and unmarried. He had been engaged in
various occupations. Recently he haa
been assisting H. Dlnwoody, Janitor
of the Douglas avenue school. Flores
la survived by four brothers and a
sister. These are Clpriano, nuiino,
Juan and Gerardo Flores and Miss
'
Rosenda Flores.
After hearing a number of wit
nesses the coroner's Jury brought in
the following verdict:
We, the undersigned; justice of th
Deacn ana jury, wuo oai
of April,
inquest held this 6th day
of
Florentmo
D-on
the
body
A.
1911,
of
Flores, found in Precinct No. 29,
terri
and
San
of
Miguel,
the county
detory of New Mexico, find that the
reason
hisdeath
to
by
ceased came
of heart failure, caused by internal
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Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

SO-f-

t.

Rubber Hose,

2

inch

with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c.for the $1.50 Roller Skates, metal wheels.

.

and

Skates.
$4.J5 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner
Stoves.
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves.
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's PintJFruit
$2.45

$3.50

WITH THE STARS

Ball-beari-

Papen

yard-Whe-

THE

ROSENTHAL

Bank Deposits

,

'

.

SERIOUS FIRE REFRIGERATORS MAN DROPS DEAD
IS NARROWLY
WHILE GOING
The Best and
Stock

Staley of the Santa Fe dispatchers' force, is now residing In
s
"An Evening with the Stars" is the the house at 402 Washington avenue.
Jars.
title of an entertainment to be given
The board of county commissioners
90c .dozen tfor Mason's Quart Fruit
tomorrow evening in the Y. M. C. A.
as one of ihe attractions on the Santa of Mora county at its meeting this Jars.
$1.20 dozen for Mason's 1 2 gallon
Grocer and Butcher.
Fe's course. Mary Proctor, daugh- week refused to grant the petition of Fruit
Jars.
ter of one of the world's greatest as a number of residents 'of the county
for Crocks, Churns and
Headquarters
tronomers, will lecture about the asking for the establisment of a road Milkmen's supplies.
stars. She will illustrate her re on the section line between Wagon
marks with a stereopticon. A charm- Mound and Levy. The reason for this
ing feature of her leoture will be the action was lack of funds to condemn
COAL PRODUCTION IN THE
recitation to music of "Why the Stars the necessary land." The county Is
.UNITED STATES
Twinkle," "Wynken, Blynken and not permitted to Incur indebtedness
Nod" and "Child's Story of a Star." for this kind of improvement.
Opposite Y. M. C.A., E. Las Vegas
Maude Haldane, a histrionic reader
could
the
have
Every working day In tlie year the will grfve a number of recitations dur
If Las Vegas peopIe
coal mines of the United States are ing .the eveping, .Her recitations will pleasure .of witnessing' one of the
preparing lor public consumption also be illustrated. The local man regular rehearsals of the play to be
1,600,000 tons of coal, ranging in qual agement was nottiotlfled until yester given for the benefit of the park
ity from the peats of Florida and the day of tha coming of the entertain- board bn the evening of Easter Mon
anbe
lignites of New Mexico to the
ment and thus was unable to announce day, the demand for seats' would
New York and Chicago
are going
The
immense.
players
an
thracite of Pennsylvania and the
at
earlier
tickets
of
reservation
the
coals of West Virginia. date.
through the piece like professionals.
,
The Chicago Economist 'compares
By the arrival of the date of the perThe value of this product per annum
the
with
will
be
rivaling
as
formance
the
compared
they
deposits of the clearing house
is $1,360,000,000
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
ladies of banks in New'-Yorfrom 1900 on
$530,000,000 for pig iron, $164,800,000
Can not be. over estimated and any matinee idols and leading
for iron ore, $174,000,000 for copper, ailment that prevents It is a menace the metropolitan stage.
the deposits in all the Chicago
and
for to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Llaire,
$90,440,000 for gold and $37,300,000
to
banks, as follows:
n- rtt thia total production the Wis., says: "I have been unable
After a prolonged illness with tuber- of pains
Slllli
because
nights,
soundly
New York, 1900,. $883,489,000; Chica
sleep
steel industry is the largest consumer, across my back and soreness of my culosls A. Garrison, aged 43 years,
next
hos
annum;
go,
Santa
Fe
?3Yb,vuu,wu; isew iur. mvi,
with 100,000,000 tons per
kidneys. My appetite was very poor died this morning in the
:
to
burn
was
much
condition
been
?446,G94,000.
receiving
which
manage
had
he
Chicago,
and
where
$947,594,000;
my
general
the railroads,
pital
I
been
have
run
here
down.
came
taking roiey treatment. Mr. Garrison
New York, 190?, $942,198,000; Chicausefully 70,000,000 tons while wasting
Idnev Pills but a short time and now some time
1903,
20.000.000 tons, followed by tne gov.
ago from Roswell. He had go, $495,049,000. New York,
as sound as a rock, my general
sleep
of
for
Fe
$500,043,000.
Santa
the
of
Chicago,
a
consumption
$892,143,000;
I
an
with
been
and
employe
ernment,
conditions Is greatly improved,
domestic know that Foley Kidney Pills have some time. Surviving is a widow re- New York, 1904, $1,169,231,000;, Chi
2,000,000 tons, and finally the
Wew lorn, lua,
O. G. Schaefer and Red
siding in Franklin, Tex. She has been cago, $55Z,uyi,UUU.
users and unclassified industries. This cured ue." Co.
can Cross Drug
notified and the body la being held $1,187,665,000; Chicago, $648,139,000.
,mnlv could be stored in barge
hv TnhTKwn & Son pending instruc New York, 1905, $1,001,032,000; Chica
als from Albany to Bualffo, provided
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
go, $661,599,000. New York, 1907,
troubles.
hf.r were 2.100 miles or seven such "Our little boy contracted a severe tions from her.
$686,986,000.
market
D. R. MTJRAY
Chicago,
total
The
nBia ide bv side.
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
of medicine JId Hot cure him, I gave him
1908, $1,171,826,000; Chi'
Justice of the Peace.
that
New
York,
than
lower
link
a
is
value
The people of Las Vegas will have
m
New
1909,
MONTOYA,
ana
ar
the
of
York,
s
VICENTE
$693,106,000.
i
cairo.
tjompouuu
Foley Honey
an th other mineral products
of hear
I have great faith. It cured the opportunity next Sunday
which
$782,108,000,
NOLETTE
FRED
Chicago,
in
Engineer.
$1,352,149,000;
eo
Loeb,
States-LUnited
the cough as well as the choking and ing three masterly addresses by Eu New' York, 1910, $1,245,339,000; Chi.
NICK N. CORDOVA
Ing Magazine.
gagging spells, and he got well in a gene W. Chafin, L. L. B. of Chicago,
"
A. A. KLINE
'
Tar
and
'
"
short ime. Foley's Honey
At 11 o'clock on Sabath morning he T
M. O. MARTINEZ
v
FIRE WARNING ISSUED
Compound has many times savedwith-us will lecture in the Presbyterian $1,374,140,000; Chicago, $906,130,OUU.
New
never
are
we
in.1900
seen
that
and
be
trouble
will
H. BAILY.
C.
much
It
fire
departments
both
' The chiefs of
at
'
it in the nouse." O. G. Schafer church on "The Two Plagues,'
Yprk deposits were 2.3 times the
reauest people to be more than usual out
Red Crosri Drug Co.
o'clock in the Afternoon he will lec
and
season
this
at
Chicago deposits, while in 1911 they
ly careful with fires
ture at the Y. M. C. A. on "Wealth were only one and
f
times the
are
winds
when
heavy
of the year
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon and Waste," and his subject for the Chicago deposits. If we go a little
uecu
nas
likely to spring up. Tbere
at the Opera bar. Served from bar- union meeting which will be held in. farther back we shall find that New
considerable burning of trash since rels on the bar.
the Methodist church at 7:30 p. m. is York was three times as' great as
the spring clean-u- p began. This should
"The Church as School." John Tern Chicago in that respect. But there is
should
v.;
be done with caution and care
con
pie Graves of Atlanta Ga., says
extinanother way of putting the case. As
be taken that the embers are
IN THE KITCHEN
most
of
one
the
is
"He
cernlng him:
between 1900 and 1911 New York
guished.
mamctin and charming men I have gained 55
per cent in its deposits
ever listened to on the platform.
and Chicago gained 140 "per cent. It
feel sure that any audience in Ameri should be remarked here, by way of
CmpllmlP.ld In
ca would hear him with delight.
anticipating a possible criticism, that
Both the Boston Evening Transcript savings accounts are included in the
$100,000.00
and the Post commend him and he Is Chicago but not in the New York
in mwit demand on lecture courses figures, The reason 1b that in the
inactive
eonaj.
an
to
due
.- -J
ilk.
and at chautauquas.
true sense of the. term we have no
iW
and Bowel,
Stomach
savings banks in Chicago, the
the
Liver,
of
noo
and
on
of that class being a part of
tap
plewaotly
Tony Faust draught beer is
may be obtained mod
deposits of the state in.
of
the
of
one
Figs
is
the
general
and
at the Opera Bar,
mo promptly by ubig Syrup
therefore active cap!
and
new
not
finest draught beers served over any stitutions,
Elixir of SenluL It h
the
savings deposits in
whereas
tal,
ued by
bar in the city'.
and untried remedy, but
of mutural insti
those
are
York
New
through,
niffioo. of weWnfonnea fanuto
mere investment
that
is,
tutions;
and sweeten
out tbe, worH to cfcaote
agencies, and carrying little cash. The
eV-- n whenever a
deposits of the mutual banks are not
1
riM remed it needed.
available for ordinary business
full name
and are therefore not a part of
When buying note the
Syrup
F
caoltal. The banks of
hunklne
ho
aia
Ccf-CaUforof the
tbe
of
be compared also with
may
package
orrery
Chicago
ws r
pives health and strength.
those of the United States at large,
On January 7, 1911, the deposits of
s
Regular price SO per bot
national institutions were $7,156,'
Grjape-Niitthe
au
leamna
br
For
Waiter Hard luck! I've .dropped
:
411135; on February 13, 1900, $3,448,.
1 " " .
the steak on the floor,
j
J
is such a food.
247,188. Thus there was an Increase
Cook Pick, it up.- It's worth eating
...
6f 107
per cent, which compares
yet.
a
Waiter It wouia oe au ngni u 11
with the 140 per cent increase of the
was for .gueat, but W tar myself.
Chicago banks.
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PERSONALS

Prescription'

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man wha kxiows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
)ur responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

i
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Don't beat your carpets and start tho
gcrmo to ftying, uoo
tho Vacuum Ctcancr.
Picks up dirt and
germs. Wo rent the
cleaner for 01 a day.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.

Phone Main 206.

Consumption of Railroad Ties
The total number of wooden ties
purchased by the railroads in 1909
was 123,751,000, an increase of about
10 per cent over 1908, but a decrease
of nearly 20 per cent over the 1907
purchases, when the railroad building
boom was at its height. In classification of these ties, a census bulletin
on forest products shows 61,132,000
of the total made of
nearly one-hal- f
oak. Southern pine comes next with
21,385,000. There were 9,067,000 Doug-la- r
fir and 697,000 Western pine,
A feature of these statistics, which
will seem somewhat surprising in the
west. Is the large number of hewn
ties, for of the grand total only 28,252,-00- 0
were sawed, and more than one- fourth of the sawed tie were of Douglas fir. From, this timber there were
marketed in 1909 1,962,000 hewn and
7,115,000 sawed ties, all other woods
showing a larger number of hewn than
sawed ties.
Not only does the Douglas fir make
a very poor showing in the number
of ties sold in 1909, but it does not do
much better in prices. While the
g
southern pine, with no better
qualities, sold at an average
price of 52 cents, the average price
dejeay-reslstln-

WOMAN

SUICIDE

ATTEMPTS

Word was
received here Sunday by courier who
came for medical assistance that Mrs.
Perry Caldwell, who was living on
miles southwest
their ranch thirty-fiv- e
A phyherself.
shot
of Springer, had
sician left here at once for the ranch,
and upon arrival there, found that
Mrs. Caldwell had shot herself immediately above the heart with a .38
calibre revolver, the J all glancing and
lodging in the region of the left shoulder blade, instead of penetrating the
lung. Her wound was dressed, and
she was brought to Springer, where
she is now at the residence of her
father-in-laJ. M. Caldwell. Unless
Springer,' N. M., April 6.

of the Douglas fir ties was but 41
cents. Among seventy-tw- o
species of
timber used by the railroads of the
United States, this choice western
timber, with the exception of hemlock
and beech, was the cheapest tie
bought by the railroads that year. The
rapidity with which the manufacture
of wooden ties is eating into the for
ests and the great poEslbiltlea of a
future market are shown in the statement that but 13.3 per cent of the to
tal purchases of 1909 were for new
track, and in 1908 the purchases Included but 6.6 per cent for new track.
The total cost of all of the ties was
more than $60,000,000. Wltlx the ex- - ,
haustlon of the eastern and southern
surollM of tbe timber, there will naturally be an Improved demand for the
famous Douglas flr, and this dnMn;f
can be hastened by exploitation methods which will be undertaken by the
Oregon and Washington association.
The railroad tie is about the cheapest
form of lumber Into which we convert
our magnlfllcent Douglas firs, but a
trade which uses $60,000,000 worth of
ties per year is worth going after,
even by the greatest lumber district
in the world. Portland Oregonian.
some complications arise, she
speedily recover.

will

CARD OF. THANKS
We wish to thank our friends for
their kindness in our recent bereavement and also for the flowers that
were sent.
MRS. SARAH A. ROBERTS, Mother.
I. M. ROBERTS, Brother.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Woik a Specialty.
Phone Main 336. '
Opposite Optic
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San Miguel National Bank
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Food That
Agrees
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"There's a Reason'

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

PRANK SPRINGER,

Vice Prldent,

D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,

turplu.
080,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

ts

wa'rtren

J. M.

"Drawing Money"
.

At each tick of the clock is what will happen tto
'
your dollars when deposited with ' ' woi
-

Savings Bank

Trouble, death, scourge or ought else can't stop
the "earning by interest" process going on. Bank
'
'
your money here and at once the 'growing' begins .
Interest we pay is always the best.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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LUCILE'S
DIARY

Optic

T
COLUMN

Optic's Number, Main

Systematic Campaign Against the
"Lure of the City" Has Been
Started In Iowa.

2.

FSR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
Five centa per line each Iniertlon
Estimate iix ordinary words to a line
Ne ad to occupy lest space than two
llnea. All advertisements charted will
bs booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
ATE3

Wanted
WANTED Position by experienced
chamber maid. Address F. M., Optic.

For Sale
A bargain, Edison phono
graph in first class condition. Hand
some large horn and many records.
723 Main street.

FOR SALE

KALE

Ruff

Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag'
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., K 2,

FOR

For Rent
Nice suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms. Bath, electric
lights etc. Excellent location. 91S
Eighth street.

FOR KENT

Estray Advertisement

Notice la hereby given to whom it
may cuuoera that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
tfinuu. laaackLa, Laa Cruces, N. M.
Oat led and. wbtt steer
about 6 years old, weight about 800
pounds.
To-wl- t:

Branded

7t"fl

On left ribs
Said animal being unknown tc this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Api-i- l 25, '11, said date being 10

days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Hoard for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 5, last pub. April 15, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal Was taken up b
Dan Cassidy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
To-wl-

t:

One

two-year-o-ld

cow

Branded

left hip

On

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FJrst pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
One sorrel mare 12 or 14
years old about 13
hands high,
white spot in forehead.
Branded
JH
On left shoulder.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wl- t:

2

CATTLE3

SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Thomas Warrick, Laa Vegas, N. M.
t:
One gray mare about 12
years old.
'
Branded
frl
On left shoulder
On left hip
Branded
U
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be Bold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wl-

CATTLE!

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuqterque. N. M,

First pub. April 4, last

pub-Apr-

d
"Yesterday . morning Betty
to ask if I was going down
town. If you are," she said, "I should
like to have you buy a pair of long
white gloves for me to wear to Bob's
fraternity assembly tonight. I've JuBt
discovered that I haven't a presentable pair, and, of course, Bob wishes
me to look my best, for he is chairman of the floor committee. I'm so
busy today that I Just hate to go
downtown."
"I'll be glad to go tor you," I said.
"It's awfully good of you to make
a special trip, Lucile," she exclaimed.
Then I hurried away, for I wished
to be early at a sale of lingerie frocks
that I had seen advertised. I tried on
nine or ten of them before I could
come to any decision, and then I had
three sent home on approval, for I
don't believe in buying thoughtlessly
or carelessly.
By the time I had finished this
rather exhausting work it was noon
and I felt that I needed a more sub
stantial lunch than I could afford to
buy, so I went over to father's office,
but he was out. I knew it would be
useless to wait for him, so I started
back to the retail district and was
walking slowly down La Salle street
when 1 met Wisner Lee. I told aim
how I happened to be in that part of
tele-nhone-

TEACH BOYS TO LOVE FARMS

14, Ml

Dubuaue. Iowa, has instituted an
active fleht aeainst the "lure of the
city," which is drawing boys from
the farms and small towns to ujb
of
population. A
large centers
school has been established where
youngsters from twelve to sixteen
years old can live out of doors, learn
the practical lessons of the farm ana
at' the same time follow the same
course of "book study" pursued In
other schools. This institute is called
Park Life." and was founded two
years ago by Prof. B. J. Horchem of
Dubuque as an experiment. The plan
is to train young boys along useful,
Interesting and healthful lines, to
keep them busy throughout the year
and to instill in them a real love ior
outdoor life, and, above all, for pro
ductive occupations.
All the work of the school centers
about "the farm." where the boys are
taught the simple elements of scien
tific farming, how to raise the ainer-en- t
varieties of garden truck and how
and when to slant the staple crops.
such as wheat, corn, rye and barley.
The boys also are taught about catue,
sheep and poultry.
In addition to this, the school
grounds must be kept up and the
youthful farmers get experience in
engineering, such as
agricultural
ditch and well digging, road build
ing and irrigation.
CHIEF

DELIGHT

OF

PARIS

Its Magnificent Boulevards the
miration Alike of the Resident
and the Visitor.

Ad-

In every great capital there is some
corner, some spot a something a
promenade, perhaps, where It gathers
and concentrates itself, as it were;
which Is the center of Its moral activity, and, as we say nowadays, its
characteristic. With us, that corner,
that spot is the boulevard. I do not
exactly mean that the boulevard is
Paris, but surely, without the boulevard we should not understand Paris.
I shall always remember one of the
keenest emotions ot my youth. I had
been obliged, owing to my duties at
the time, to banish myself to the
provinces, where I had remained al
most two years, cqpfined within a
small town. The hour came at last
for me to return to Paris and once
more to enter into its possession.
Hardly had I deposited my trunk at
the hotel, when I ran to the Madeleine and clambered on top of one of
the omnibuses that ply along the line
of the boulevards to the Bastille. I
had no business at the Bastille, but I
was almost crazy with Joy at breath
ing during the drive that perfume of
Parisian life which arises so strongly
from the asphalt of the boulevard
and the macadam of its roadway.
Franclque Sarcey.
Keep In Touch.
Every community needs a good
civic development society to keep the
citizens in touch with the progress of
the wprld in civic betterment. Not
alone must you keep your section
clean and tidy, but look to its industrial interests, its sanitary condition,
Its educational facilities, its natural
and acquired advantages and how
they may be made more attractive to
the investor and the home seeker.
These are but a few of the matters
a society may handle with profit,
whereas the individual Is helpless to
deal with any of them.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE

SHORT .ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

L

Meets first and third Twsda?
evenings each month, at Fraterna
Brotherhood hall. rislting Brother
are cordially invited. B. F. McQulr
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

F. O. E.

cation ant and
third Thursday in
each month. VisitNO
ing brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 Meets every Monday night at
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
their hall in the Schmidt bulldln-ves- t
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
of Fountain Square, at elgtr
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
o'clock.
Visiting members axe cor
KNIGHTS TEMPLArV-Regulk- f
welcome. Fred Philips, presl
dially
concl7i second dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C
TuBSrfi in each month at
Baily, Treasurer.
C.
Masonic

Suiple

Bencher,
tiecorder.

8.

at

7:30 p. m.

,

-

I regret to say that Betty often violates good taste by venting her ill
humor over the telephone. This mornStarting School Gardens.
ing she called me up to tell me that
It is not necessary, though It is ad- my "carelessness" had Just about
visable, that teachers should have spoiled her evening.
some knowledge of plants, soils, etc.
"What do you mean?" I asked, with
The prime necessity is the proper dignity.
"You sent me a mismated pair of
The inexperienced teacher
spirit.
should not hesitate to inaugurate the gloves and I did not discover it until
at .the aswork, but should say to the pupils: "I I was in the dressing-roodon't know much about plants or gar- sembly hall."
"No one would notice the difference
dens, but we'll start our garden and
all learn as the work Droeresses." A at night," I replied.
"I think," returned Betty, icily, "that
teacher with that kind of a spirit
never made a failure of anything.
any one would notice the difference
street glove and
between a
a shoulder length glove. It wasn't
very pleasant for me to have to
Extending Length of Docks.
with bare hands and arms at the
There are already docks in South
of the season. Bob
Brooklyn capable of accommodating a most'formal affair
was
thousand-foo- t
annoyed."
dreadfully
ship, and docks one
I started to say something symthousand feet long are Boon to be
built by the Mersey dock and harbor pathetic to her, but she had broken
at
board, and at the same time the the telephone connection. Betty
be
as
to
so
positively
is
times
abrupt
of
one
of the leadlne
management
trans atlantic lines announces that it rude.
will begin the construction of at leaBt
one steamer which will h lnnmr
Queen Took Blame.
than any other vessel, although not
In the days of his youth Sir Charles
of greater tonnage.
Dilke showed! ardent Republican tendencies, and made many speeches in,
the house of commons and through-Three Alms.
monarchy.
William de Witt Hyde, president of out the country against
comment on the
Bowdoin college, says that the aim of Perhaps the best
Victoria
education is to fit one for three things, episode was that , of Queen
Dilke's
that
said
been
has
It
herself.
1. To earn one's own living by the
on terms of intimacy
been
had
father
exercise of trained powers.
consort. The queen
2. To support the institutions of with the 'prince
she had stroked Dilke's
that
recalled
society by intelligent appreciation of hair when he was but a child. "Pertheir worth.
she said, "I' rubbed it the
8. To enjoy the products of art and haps,"
" '
'
of civilization through the cultivation wrong way
of the Imagination.
,

two-butto- n

,
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E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645
I. O. B. B
Meets every first Tues

day of the month in the vestr)
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers an
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel
Chas. Greenclay, Sec
President;
retary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
H. P.; Chas. H.
--

Rut-ledg-

Sporleder, Secretary.

B

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO.
second and fourt)
Thursday in O. R. C. ha!L Plonee
building. Visiting members are cor
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, Q. K
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
804-Mee-

I. O. O.

ful meal.
1,
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
We ate slowly and lingered over the
Meets
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
dessert. I was startled to find how
every Monday even
late it was when we rose from the
ing in Castle Hall.

x

1

u

C; Charles Tamme.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurstown.
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agtake
will
if
you
be
shall
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho-ma- s
"I
delighted
said.
lunch with me," he
B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Of course, I protested that I wasn't
Minerva
A, Howell, Secretary.
Mrs.
hungry, but he Just laughed and took
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
me to a cafe, where we had a delight-

table.
"Let's go to see the pictures at
Barndale's," suggested Wisner.
"Oh, have they a new collection
there?" I asked. "I should love to go,
but I have to buy a pair of gloves for
Betty."
"We can run into one of .the shops
and get the gloves and then go on to
Barndale's," said he.
So we walked to the store where
Betty trades. I selected a pair of
gloves and had them charged and sent
to Betty.
"I feel quite out of it," 1 said, laugh
ingly. "You know that before Uncle
Bob married Betty he used to take me
to his fraternity dances."
"Why can't we have a little celebration of our own tonight?" asked Wisner. "If we can't go to the assembly,
we can go to the theater. We'll Just
get some tickets before we see me
pictures."
I was dressing for the theater in the
evening, when mother came into my
room and asked for Betty's gloves.
"Betty's gloves!" I repeated. I was
fixing my. hair in a charmingly quaint
style which I had seen that afternoon
in one of the most beautiful portraits
in the collection.
"Yes, Betty's new gloves that you
were to buy for her today," said
mother. "Bob is downstairs waning
for them."
"Why, I had them sent to Betty at
her home, of course," I explained.
Mother left the room, but before I
had got even one side of my hair done
she was back again.
"Bob wants to know what time you
bought the gloves," she said.
"Somewhere between three and
four," I replied.
"Well, then, of course they won't be
delivered tonight. Why didn't you
bring them with you?"
"Now, mother, you know very well
that I couldn't 'carry a package to an
art exhibition
"Well, I don't see what poor Betty
can do," sighed mother.
I stopped right in the middle of doing my hair and hunted up some white
gloves. 'There," I said. "Tell Uncle
Bob to take these to Betty. She and
I wear the same size."

HANDLED

1

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-

'

Miiiiimnmrn

I

U

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening a
their hail on Sixth street. All visit
lng Brethren cordially invited to u
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. 1
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secre
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C.
Hedgcock, cemetery truatee.

Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
Chancellor
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth Tuea
Martin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, VenerabU
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Vte
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
itine neighbors are cordially In
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
vited.
.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
bers cordially invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
S. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Rooms 3 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office
Phone Main 57
C.
R.
O.
hall.
month at
Visiting
Residence Phone 41 S
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exaltert Ruler; D. W. Con
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
- - , .
don, Secretary.
DENTIST
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Suit
Ha
4, Crockett
Building.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
phones at office and residence
Thursday of each ' month, eighth
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth
ers always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk
W. O, Wood, sachem; David Flint,
HUNKER A HUNKER
chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
New Mexlcc
La Vegas,
wampum.

DEPARTMENT

Lieb-schnie- r,

ADVERTISEMENT
For bids for the ; construction of
bridges over the Rio Pecos, Rio Galli-na-s
and the Arroyo Pecos.
Sealed bids for the construction of
steel bridges over ' the Rio Pecos,
the Rio Gallinas and the Arroyo Pecos
all material and labor to be furnished
by. the successful bidder, will be received at the office of the Probate
Clerk and
Recorder of the
County of San Miguel, New Mexico,
up to April 17th, A. D. 1911, the said
bridges to be of the following dimension and located as follows,
Rio Pecos Bridge: About 120 feet
in length, not less than 16 feet in
width, and located at on about the
site of the present bridge where tie
main public road crosses the Rio Pecos at the settlement of San. Jose.
Rio Gallinas Bridge: About '140
feet in length, not less than 16 feet
in width and located at the point
where the Hot Springs Boulevard
crosses the Rio Gall'nas.
Arroyo Pecos Bridge: About 120
feet in length, not less than 16 feet in
width and located at the point where
the main public road from East Las
Vegas to Los Alamos crosses the Arroyo Pecos.
Descriptions of the said three
bridges are fully set out in the plans
and specifications and instructions to
bidders on file in the office of the
Probate Clerk and
Recorder
of the county of San Miguel, at Las Vegas, New Mexico, where they may be
examined by bidders.
The said three bridges are to be
All
completed by August 15th, 1911.
bids are to be for the buiiuing of the
three said bridges and are to be accompanied by a bond in the amount
of Two. Vhousand ($2000.00) Dollars,
with two or more sufficient sureties
thereto, for the faithfvu performance
of the requirements of the bid, said
sureties to be residents of the County
of San Mlgue', Territory of New Mexto-wi-t:

.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Gregorio Garcia y Sandoval, de
ceased.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
ing:
You are hereby notified that the
24th day of May, A. D. 1911, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
in and for the County and Territory
aforesaid, as the day to prove the last
will and testament of said Gregorio
Garcia y Sandoval, deceased.
IH Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 20th
day of March, A. D. 1911.
Hunker and Hunker, attorneys.
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby glvei to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable property. Those falling to do so within the
specified t'mef will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the compiled laws of 1897, and a penalty oi
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30
When a mtdiclne must be given to
young cshildren it should be pleasant
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is made from loaf sugar, and the
roots used in its preparation give It
a flavor similar to maple syrup, making it pleasant to take. It has no superior for coldB, croup and whooping
cough. For sale by all druggists.

Safe Medicine for Children
ico.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
By order of the Board of County
is a safe and effective medicine for
of the County of San children as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genluen FolMiguel.
ey's Honey and Tar Compound Is in
LORENZO
Attest:
DELGADO,
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Clerk.
(Seal)
Red Cross Drug Co.
rs

,

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

PfllNTI

IS AH

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail;

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. ' Cost estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

OPTIC PUBLIS

NG C

Telephone Main 2
Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
IS identifies
it with

your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
CJ If
you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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Flanders "20"

SON CREDITED WITH 80ME PUNGENT
REMARKS.
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ANTICS

THE MAT GAME

OF KANSAS

umvirate of European stars who com
part favorably with the three beet
Americans in the game. There have
been a great many other foreigners
that have worked on American mats
since laBt fall, and several of these
are good.
There are a
Turks in the country at this time who
are able to give a good account of
themselves and there are also sev
eral Germans who have given the
Americans all they could handle.

J
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Frank Ubell Tells Story Illustrating
Part Luck Plays In Baseball Jake
SUhl Hat Peculiar Story ef
Freak Play.
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By HUGH 8. FULLERTON.
John J. Even, Sr., came downtown
on crutches a couple of days after the
close of the world's championship series and seated himself disconsolately
In his shoe store. Now there are two
things especially of which John J.
Evers, Sr, Is proud. One is his team,
F.O.B. DETRIOT
the Cubs, and their Inside play,' and
the other is John J. Brers. Jr.. who
N. M
now Is something over seven months
IT NOW RANKS AS ONE OF LEAD-INof age. When he Isn't talking baseball he talks John J., Jr, aged almost
HHBsnnonnaBBnnn
VARIETIES OF
S
eight months.
"The worst part of it all," said the
little second baseman sadly," was when touched the plate and completed the
I got home last night John J Jr. triple play unassisted.
Contrasted with boxing, wrestling
BASEBALL NOTES
LOOK OUT FOR
SWEDEN'S TEAM
was sitting up waiting for me and as
has proved through
"That wasn't so bad. Of course we
the last few
I came In at the door he asked, 'Oh, felt sore about It, but then such things
months that matches are often won
father, what was the score. It is of are likely to happen In the breezy seawith a great variety of holds, whereas
Harry Lord is hitting the ball hard no use to ask who lost because I can son, so we let it go, and didn't notice
see that by the way you are crabbing.' until afterward that the
boxing matches are. generally won by tor the White Sox this
umpire bad
spring.
told him what the score was and he been blown over the grandstand and
a limited number of well known
Pitcher "Red" Nelson of the Browns Isaid:
of
all
the
'Well,
rotten, punk, wasn't there to
punches. The favorite methods of at- is a brakeman on a
the decision. We
freight train in putrid and decayed aggregations of al found that out give
too late. I started' to
tack of the different prominent grap-pler- s winter.
iegea ainietes 1 ever saw In all my write a letter to President O'Neill, but
have become familiar this winCatcher Russell Is making an im- seven months of life, those Cubs are the wind blew the Ink oft my pen fastter and are being copied by the ama- pression
3
among the Highlanders by the worst They are putrescent and er than I could dip It up and I had
teurs. Perhaps the combination of hla hard
odoriferous. I don't see where you to let the game go."
hitting.
off as a second baseman. That
locks that wins the most matches is
Third Baseman Blake, the St. Loute get
young fellow Collins took your crown
a crotch and front Nelson, which usuJake Stahl, the big first baseman,
is
to
said
be rightly named away and made you look like a third
recruit,
who, after a career of 12 years at the
ally begins with an inside leg hold Charley Sapp.
edition of King Manuel. It is rather
University of Illinois and In the major
and a half Nelson. Every one of the
Chris Mahoney an extra outfielder fortunate for the honor of the family leagues, has1 announced his Intens
wrestlers usually resorts to these
with the Boston Red Sox, is also said that you broke your leg and didn't get tion of retiring from baseball to go
into that series or he would have Into the
whevener It Is possible, and the to be a clever
banking business, has a pepitcher.
shown
up and made you look like culiar story of a freak play that hapELY'S CREAM BALM
majority of matches are won with
Infielder Lathers of the Tigers, the a mole you
"
on
a
debutante's
nose.'
Applied Into the nostrils
illusholds above the wrist!
season.
this
The
pened
play
Is quickly absorbed.
former University of Michigan player,
"Is that all be said, John?." asked trates
of
the
the game.
uncertainties
George Hackensohmldt, in the last probably will go to Buffalo.
CIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
one listener.
"We were playing the Athletics,"
It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the
two months, has been very successful
"That was practically all," admitted
Hugh Jennings is trying out Gainer
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
says Stahl, "and Danny Murphy was
in the edevlopment of the toe hold, and
"He
Evers.
looked
the
rest"
and drives away a Gold in the Head quickly.
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Finest
Our best grade-The- "
Creamery Churned
1

Per Pound 30 Cents
,

Our second grade A Good Pure
',
.,
Creamery Butter

W i nEHestef Rifles
'

LUDWl'O Wfl.
PHONE

Per Pound 25 Cents

ALMS

MAIN 379

.

Strictly fresh laid Per Dozen 25 Cents

THE STORE THAT'S

BUSY

LOCAL NEWS
Old Crow sold over the bar at Long's
.
,
EufleC
-

Phone Main

193

or
Spirit
Snap

Butter Colts Revolvers

A Decline in

or Main

194
E. llarcotte la confined to his home
by illness.
Always get the beet at'Nolette's
barber shop.
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

CALL ON

US- -

at Long's

Buffet.

Wanted at the White Kitchen
first class baker.

a

I
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In Clothes for Young Hen

.Confidence, Poise and Grace in a
'young man are first inspired by distinctive, individual dress. This
Viduality is obtained best through wear-rjg- r
Hart, Shaffner & Marx and
Stein & Co's clothes for young
men. Obtainable only at Greenberger s.
This department is now full to over
flowing with new, snappy
patterns.

"vr"

Efficient work was done in every
department of the .First Presbyterian
church during the past year, according
to reports made at the annual meeting of the church, held last night, and
conditions are such that the congregation can begin the work of the new
encourageyear with considerable
ment Mrs. A. O. Wheeler read the
report for the Ladies' Aid society,
Arthur Comstock reported on the
year's work in the Sunday school and
William Shillinglaw reported for the
Christian Endeavor society. C. D.
Boucher and Jefferson Raynolds were
trustees. Following the
were
business meeting refreshments
served by the ladies of the church.

Eder-hftim-

te

FOR YOU SEE WE

Mrs. Davis, ladles' tailored and Ian-o- y
gowns. 1017 Tllden. Telephone
Main 357.

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

The Harmony club will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
.
home of Mrs. Upton Hays.

FREE!!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one

NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

Be sure and visit Talchert's remov
al sale. Prices very low just like giv
ing things away at Talchert's. The wind storm last night broke
one of Hhe big plate glass windows In
the front of the Montezuma restaurant
on Center street.

During the heavy wind storm yesterday afternoon the students and
teachers of the Normal University got
a fright when several windows were
blown in and at the same time plaster fell from the ceilings. Miss
one of the students, was struck
on the head by a piece of plaster 'and
was rendered unconscious for a few
minutes. Her Injuries, however, were
not serious. In the rooms where the
plastering fell school was dismissed
for the remainder of the day. The
at once.
damage will be repaired
The storm did little other damage in
Las Vegas.
Kll-gor-

bH"
i

PC

?.

'

1

THERE'S A REASON I MEAN
For Sale Vacation ranch three and
a half miles north of Las Vegas, on
the Mora road, 160 acres, a snap. 53
acres under cultivation, fenced with
new cedar posts and four white wires;
good buildings, 'fine well of soft water, running water through ranch. If
you are not blind, better look the
place over with owner, or phone Olive
5011.

'

Phone Main 131

If the place is sold, will also sell a
lot of farming Implements cheap.
Horses and wagon, and a fine Jersey

Company H made a good showing cow.
last
night at the annual inspection,
Cecillo Garcia has applied at the
ELI CALDWELL.
court house for $4 as bounty on the which was conducted in the armory
Colonel W. S. Barlow, instructor
pelts of two coyotes killed by him by
$4.00 shoes for $2.85; $2.50 shoes
tactics in the New Mex
of
military
40.
in
Precinct
recently
for
$1.65. Hats worth $3.50 for 98c.
ico Military Institute at Roswell.
A marriage license was

granted this
a
morning at the court house to

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

A

J.

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years" and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

Way

fresh consignment
just received direct from
Swift and Company.
A

614 Lincoln Avenue

Order One Now

the Best

BAKERY GOODS, MEATS,

I. H. STEARNS

POULTRY

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

'

"There will be services held at Tem
ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and
Ninth street, Friday night at.8 o'clock,
and preceding Sabbath school, Saturday morning at 10 o'cdock. Subject
of sermon: "Liberty Crouching Be
fore Tyranny." All are cordially invited to attend.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire company will hold its regular monthly
business meeting tomorrow evening
in its station on Bridge street. Following the transaction of business a
social session will be held during
which refreshments will be served.
Have your cleaning done early to
avoid the rush, for Easter will soon
be here.
Parisian Cleaners, Phone
Main 35.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

QUR Wonderful collection of the finest new Cactus and
other Dahlias was the talk of the town last fall.
Now is thetime to plant them.

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

,f

WE ALWAYS

BETTER TO BE HAD

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

and Tinware

nite

C.

JOHNSEN & SON
ucewsrn

CABllfsS

HiODSIERIUTCIIEt!

.

It's the Sanitary Way
It's the Logical Way

DRY CLEANING

NOTHING

of-Gra-

.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn', 227i

$1,50 and $3.00 per Dozen

EATABLE

They Taste Good
They Look Good
They are Good

iPerryUXDnion
'

Store Phone Main

4G2,

.

&Son

Ranch Phone

276

.

If Wholesale
and Retail

ffil

U

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
"
"' W,

Hi

It's the

GROCERIES,

J

Many things at just half price Come and take a look and see
what a quarter will buy.

n

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

1

1i

.

Phone Main 21

c

Lese

WORRY

than

lbs.
110 lbs.
100

lb.

100 lbs.

50 Ibt., each delivery, 50o per 100 lbs.

'

AG UA PUHA COMPANY
Storers and Distributors of Natural

Harvesters,
Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.

ABOUT

.

BAKING
When you can buy Fresh,
Clean and Wholesome

u4
791

GREA T REMOVAL SALE

ROLLS

f
It is cheaper for us to sell the present stock
at sacrifice than to move it. As we will start
in with a new line of goods. ' This space is lim
f
y
ited therefore we can not quote prices., Come
andsfens- TXFwZ J

'
.

EVERY DAY

012.OO Sulfa at CCD .
010.50 Suits at $11.95
Q--

In time for dinner at

s

,

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

020,022b Suits 013.05

M At TAICHERT'S
-

JtVttMAM WHLV it CO.
BUTFALO. N. T.

Next to

Wells-Farg- o

f
I

LUMP

lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100
1,000 Ibi., to 2,000 lb., each delivery, 25c per
200 ib., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
50 lbs., to 200lb
each delivery 40c per

x

FRESH

XjUdDdBdU

cerrTllos

2,000

Baked in a Sanitary Oven
and in a sanitary way

n

Retail Prices:

Phone Main 81.

Ill

nnrr

d. iv. corwon

Foot of Main St.

;

If You Want

Greenberger

,

Sixth Street

Phone Vegas 450

-

25c

x

OF

One Week Away

17,

We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Cleaner

First National Bank

t-

Onlv

Any Article in the Large Assortment
in .Our Show Windows

See our regular ad. Talchert's.

Predl-candBest draught beer in the city, at
and Gregorio commanding the territorial military the Lobby, of course.
'
Both are resi- forces. Captain George Morrison and
Lieutenant Koogler had charge of the
company, Lieutenant Hayward being
We are prepared to take care of in San Antonio, Tex., on military duty.
any and all kinds of cleaning and
The Carnegie library is Increasing
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac
in popularity, as is shown by the' retion guaranteed. Phone Main 35.
port of the librarian for the month of
March.' During the month 1,540 books
Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. & A.
'
M. will meet tonight in Masonio hall. were loaned and cards were issued
to
new
;The number
patrons.
twenty
The principal reason why you
Work in the M. M. degree. All memshould send your washing to
bers of the lodge and visiting broth- of persons using the library was
2,290.
During the month forty-siers are urged to be present
us, instead of to a washerwobooks were added to the library by
man or doing it yourself at
Under the direction of Caretaker gift, increasing the number of bound
home, is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.
Cruz Segura a number of prisoners books to 6,696. The library is pro
from the county Jail are trimming the vided with plenty of newspapers and
trees on the court house lawn. The current periodicals.
We wash your clothes in eight
trees and lawn will be much improved
complete
changes of water.
Excellent progress is being made on
in appearance by this work.
These waters range in temperthe new highway from Las Vegas to
ature from cold to boiling hot
Mora, according to George H. Hunker,
We use plenty of good, pure
who returned yesterday from a trip
soap, and we get the clothes
to Mora. Beginning at Sapello the
white, sweet and clean.
convict gang has been working np the
canyon. A distance of three or four
Our service includes Rough
miles has been covered and the tot
PREMIUM"
Dry Wash and Washing and
of the hill is nearly reached. The
Ironing complete.. Prices on
work done is of a stable character and
each service are reasonable.
the highway will be such that it can
be maintained in good condition at
little expense.
Economical

Ortiz, aged
Montoya, aged 22.
dents of Lagunita,

ESTABLISHED 1876

Colonel Barlow was accompaniedVhere
by Adjutant General A'. S. Brookes,
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consequences which may or may not
result from your verdict Influence you
to the slightest degree."
The charge of Judge Landis was delivered as a result of threats which
were reported to have been received
by Assistant District Attorney A. H.

THREATS OF THE

BLACK HAND

Hulbert
The Italian secret society known as

FAILED
AN ITALIAN WHITE SLAVER
VICTED IN CHICAGO A
YEAR'S RECORD

the Black Hand has committted thirty-five
murders inChicago in the last
year. It has committed one hundred
murders In the city in the last five
years. Most of the crimes remain
mysteries to the police. For only one
or two has any one ever been brought
to justice. For none has any one
ever met death on the gallows.
The identity of the Black Hand
murderers, robbers and desperadoes
is known to thousands of Italians in
the city. But the lips of these thousands are sealed either by the omer- ta, the traditional code of silence
of southern Italians or by fear of the
vengeance of the Black Hand.
It is estimated that the tribute collected by the .Black Hand from the
residents of Chicago's seven Italian
ancolonies
amounts to $100,000
of the victims
nually. Three-fourth- s
who pay money to the desperadoes
make no report to the police.
Thousands of dollars' worth of prop
erty, owned by those who would not
be held up, have been destroyed by
the Black Hand. Several children
have been kidnaped and held for ran-

CON-

Chicago, April 6. The boldness o
"Black Hand" in threatening
United States officials and attempting
to swerve the course of justice in the
federal courts was recognized officially yesterday by Judge Keneshaw
M. Landis of the United States district court.
In delivering his charge to a jury
which later returned a verdict of guilty aaginst Mrs. Santina Pizza, indicted for bringing Caterina Brezzi, 17
years old, from. Italy to Chicago in
violation of the Mann "Whte Slave"
law, Judge Landis sternly warned the
jurors to let no threats or efforts toinfluence their
wards intimidation

the

verdict
"There have been rumors of threats
being sent to persons prosecuting thi3

case," declared Judge Landis. "I need
not say to you that the man who is
influenced by having received a threat som.
is as guilty of corruption as though
Why do not the police suppress the
he had received a money bribe.
Black Hand? Because
they can't
must
"In arriving at a verdict you
and short of it. High
the
That's
long
not let the thought of any ulterior
police officials, who have been fighting
the Black Hand for years, admit the
inadequacy of. the force. There are
MY CORNS DON'T
several reasons.
4
Chief of the obstacles to successful
A
HURT
police work is the omerta. To every
day Americans this may seem merely
Tired, Ailing, Swollen, Smelly, Sweaty a romantic fancy. On the contrary,
Peet, Corns, Callouses and Bunit is a law among all southern Italians
ions, TIZ Cures Right Off.
unwritten, but a vital and' binding
law. After a crime in the Italian
quarter the police can get no information even from those who have
No matter how
been
closely they are questioned the Italians will divulge nothing.
Many Italians remain true to the
e
tradition.
omerta because of
Others obey it because of fear of the
Black Hand. The vengeance of the
Black Hand hangs like a sword suspended by a thread over the Italian
settlements.
Police officials say the only hope of
relief from the domination of the
Black Hand, which growB stronger
every day, lies in the addition to the
service
force of an Italian secret
squad. The Black Hand can be fought
to your corns the very successf ull, they say, only by policemen
Say good-by- e
TIZ. You will nev- and detectives who speak Italian, who
use
time
first
you
er know, you have a corn, bunion or know Italian criminals, their charac
un
callous, or sweaty, tired, swollen, ter, methods and haunts, and who
Italiaching feet any more.' It's Just won- derstand conditions in the city's
derful the way the pain vanishes. Rub an colonies.
the corn hammer it with your fiat If Three years ago, with a fanfare of
you wish no more pain after TIZ trumpets, the White Hand society was
than if there had never been a blem- organized among the better class of
ish on your feet. Doesn't that sound Italians in Chicago for the suppression
good to you? Doesn't It? Then read of the Black Hand.
tola.
"We shall run down these secret
"The corns on either of my toes criminals," said the leader of the
were as large as the tablets you White Hand. "We shall send them to
ttake to cure them. Today there Is the gallows and.the penitentiary. We
nc sign of corns on either foot and shall have them deported."
God-senSo far as the public- could learn
no soreness. It's an
C.
N.
A.
Sam
Hoover, Progress,
the White Hand never accomplished
ust use TIZ. It's not like any- anything. It quickly died and quietthing else for the purpose you ever ly. Those who organized it have
heard of. It's the only foot remedy ceased to talk about it. . Apparently
over made which acts on the princi- they have concluded also that it is
pal of drawing out all the poison- the part of wisdom to cease to talk
ous exudations which cause sore about the Black Hand.
feet' Powders and other remedies
nerely clog up the pores. TIZ cleans One Conductor
Helped Back to Work
them out and keeps them clean. It
is his name, and
Adams
Mr.
Wilford
works right off. You will feet better
he writes: "I was confined to my bed
Use
it
used.
It's
time
first
the very
with chronic rheumatism and used
a week and you can forget you ever two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
had sore feet. There Is nothing on with good effect. The third bootle put
earth that can compare with it TIZ me on my feet and I resumed work as
on the Lexington, Ky.,
i? for sal at all druggists, 25 cenU conductor
Street Railway. It will do all you
from
if
wish,
you
or
direct,
per box,
claim In cases of rheumatism." It
Walter Luther Dodge & Oo., Chicago, clears the blood of uric acid. O. G.
111.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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National Avenue,
Near the Bridge
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LAS VEGAS

ANNOUNCED BY

Barrie, it is announced, is
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed ftealthful- play to be produced
next senson. by Maude Adams.
Vir nesg without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
days of sunshine in the year.
Harry Sophus Sheldon of Chicago,
author or "The Havoc," in which
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mounstreams or from "Telia of no great depth.
tain
PHYSICIAN Henry Miller is acting, is writing an- MEMBERS OF VARIOUS
PROMINENT RATON
BOARDS
other play.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, aver,
DIES AS RESULT OF OVEROF REGENTS NAMED BY THE
Mme. Duse is to return next seaage, occurring principally in July and August
DOSE OF MEDICINE
EXECUTIVE
The soil la highly fertile and easy of working, being generalson for engagements in New York
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
City and Chicago. It is not thought
B.
6.
X.
Dr.
T.
M.,
Raton,
April
Santa Fe, N. M., April 6. Governor
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere els
that she will visit any other city.
William J. Mills yesterday announced
Hart of this city, passed away at
wnere conditions are equally good.
Frank Pixley and Gustav Ludre
a large number of appointments of
his home here (yesterday after a are
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoea, corn and
working on another musical com- members of
the various tentinria'
an
fatal
caused
but
by
brief,
illness,
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
edy. Mr. Pixley is just back from a
boards. The appointments follow
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, H proving to be sucoverdose of medicine administered tour around the world and is living
member of :h
Hart,
Jr.,
Squire
cessful
in
Los
Angeleshere, a large area being under cultivation.
after
by himself. Realizing shortly
Spanish American Normal school
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundand
His
is
the
"Joseph
Brethren,"
fatal
mistake
the
opiate that a
taking
name of a new allegorical comedy by at El Rito, N. M., reappointed.
ing the city is now being constructed.
had been made, the family was inBureau of Immigration: John Ha
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are show--'
Louis
N.
Is
His
Parker.
plan
present
within
and
formed
everything
to hold it in reserve for George C. ley of Lincoln county; M- M. Padgett
up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality it
mg
skill
medical
the power of human
season as director of of San Miguel county; L. K. McGaf- quarried nearby.
done to counteract the effects of the Tyler's first
fey of Chaves
county; George L.
New
The Pecos National Forest which is near, affords excellent
the
New
York
City.
Theater,
Rapoison, but all in vain. Two of
Brookes of Bernalillo county, and
for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal coat
grazing
Bayard Veiller's comedy, "When W. G. Black of San
ton's eminent physicians with the
Juan county.
Stock
Is a profitable business.
All
new
to
is
Has
a
raising
have
Been
Said,"
nurses
assistance of two
expert
Board of (Dental Examiners: F. E.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
in this National
worked for over two hours to save title and a new star. The star will Olney San Miguel county; M. J. Mo-raForest with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
the rapidly sinking man by the ad- be "Gordon's Wife," and Annie Rusof
of Luna county; L. E. Ervien
Beautiful mountain resorts wi thin easy access of the city are
ministration of oxygen and antidotes sell, who just closed in "The Backcounty; Frank N. Brown of
Eddy
will
star
in
have
open all the year tor health or pi ensure seekers.
the
sliders,"
part
but the grip of death waB too certain
of
E.
Chaves county, and
J. Alger
and the end came after an hour's the play.
Bernalillo county.
new
Miss
to
a
have
Viola Allen is
lapse into unconsciousness.
Board of Osteopathy: C. H. ConDr. Hart leaves to mourn his un comedy hy the author of "Disraeli." ner of Bernalillo county ; C. A. Wheel-o- n
timely death a prostrated widow, a The play which has been, written tor
of Santa Fe county, and C. L. Par
daughter, Margaret, and two sons, her by IsntJ Zangwill is to. be held sons of Chaves county.
to
an
over
reserve
in
turned
or
the
else
Besides
Crozier.
and
Quine
Board of Optometry: S. T. Vann
members of the immediate family, one other of the Liebler and company of Bernalillo county; C. H. Carnes of
Clifford S.
brother, William Hart, of Ada, Okla., feminine stars.
Bernalillo county, and
The per capita consumption of Knickerbocker families, who swung a
Bessie Clayton, the American dan Losey of San Miguel county.
and four sisters survive the loss of
has more than doubled In this large lump over the tea table, the
sugar
a beloved brother, Mrs. C. O. Fisher cer, who has been enthusiastically re
on
was
S. E. Pollock
reappointed
within the past thirty years, assembled guests alternately sipping
country
dislocat
and
time
ceived
Paris
London,
at
the
of Raton, being present
ja
board of embalmers of New Mexico- from thirty-nin- e
increasing
pounds in and nibbling during' the progress of
widow. ed her hip a short time ago while
memto console the
as
Cahoon
E. A.
1879
to
seventy-nin- e
in 1909. the festivities. In the sunny Islands
Mad
Pier
"The
pounds
have
the
ballet,
dancing
Definite funeral arrangements
ber board of regents of Ntew Mexico As
an evidence of luxurious habits sugar was a source of enormous re
been held up pending the arrival of rot," at the Alhambra, London, and Military Institute.
and a tendency on the part of the venue in early times. The Jamaica
the brother from Oklahoma. The plan will be forced to rest for some' time
Capitol Improvement Board: L. A. American
public to gratify its desires, planters, it is said, carried their sil
Liebler and company have accept
W.
S.
at present is to " have the body
Hughes of Santa Fe county;
this
increase
furnishes its own corro ver through the streets in wheelbarC.
submitted
new
at
two
home
ed
by
plays
shipped back to the boyhood
Hopewell of Bernalillo county, and R.
to
borative
and
M.
McLellan
C.
for, while the rows, so prosperous were they, and
pro
testimony,
expects
interment.
for
Huntington, Ind.,
J. Palen of Santa Fe county.
to Raton from duce them next season. His new muDr. Hart came
on board United States is distinctly a sugar- imported racing horses from England
G. S. Moore
reis
1894
Pink
it
still
"The
for the local derby. In some of the
sical
country,
Lady,"
producing
imports
in
the
piece,
year
Huntington, Ind.,
of pharmacy of New Mexico.
three-fourth- s
fail- ported to be a success, and "Marriage
more
than
of
the
his
sup- southern states, particularly in Loui
of
benefit
for
the
Commissioners:
Water
of
Board
primarily,
ing health, which had been somewhat a la Carte", will be revived during Charles Springer of Colfax county; ply consumed, and willingly pays the siana, the profits were immense, each.
impaired by his hard work and study the coming season."
Oscar C. Snow of Dona Ana county, duty Imposed. At the beginning of sugar plantation being a sort of prinCharles Cartright hopes to appear and Venceslao Jaramillo of Rio Arri- the period mentioned the home pro cipality, where the fortunate owner
before his graduation from the Chi
in
duction amounted to 90,100 tons. At lived in luxury and dispensed a royal
cago College of Physicians and Sur- next season in the United States
ba county.
based
is
which
own
of
upon
his
resident
a
play,
geons. Since becoming
Board of Capitol Custodian Commit- its close the domestic product had bounty, and where no little of the foracDickens' "David Copperfield." His tee: H. S. Kaune and A. B. Renehan, reached 835,000 tons. Of this in- mer magnificence may still be found.
Raton, he was one of her most
Of the sugar imported at present.
tive and successful practicing physi- Dan'l Pegotty In this dramatization
of the Board of Commis- crease, by far the greater part has
Members
d
comes from United
cians, participating in active public has .made a great hit in London, sioners of the New Mexico Peniten- occurred within the past ten years. about
life In many of its phases and withal where Mr. Cartright acted in the tiary: J. H. Vaughn, Charles F. Eas-le- and has been mostly in beet sugar. States territory, chiefly Hawaii and
Adel- establishing for himself a reputation play through a long run in the
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Santa Fe The Importations increased during the Porto Rico. Most of the remainder is
re
phi theater.
as being one of her most highly
county; D. T. Hoskins of San Miguel same period from 914,600 tons to 2,- received from Cuba, The area in this
Contracts for the production of a
Smith Lea of Chaves coun- 887,100 tons. At present there is country adapted to the raising of cane
spected and appreciated citizens. At
J.
county;
the time of his death he was a mem modern comedy, written for Mrs. ty.
much more beet sugar than cane sugar is largely taken up, but that in
ber of the territorial board of health, Fiske, by Landon Mitchell, and for a
of the Sheep Sanitary sugar manufactured in this country, which beet sugar may be produced
Members
the county physician and health of serious play adapted from the French Board of New Mexico: Solomon that form of the supply being ob- Is susceptible of large development,
ficer, a member of the American Med have been signed by Harrison Grey Luna of Valencia county; A. D. Gar- tained chiefly from California, Colo and the increase of the industry on
ical association, and an active mem- Fiske. Mr. Mitchell has provided rett of Chaves county; H. W. Kelly rado, Michigan and Wisconsin, where home soil may yet go far toward fill-in- g
sucr
ber of the Masonic order and the Mrs. Fiske with two of her most
climatic and soli conditions have been
the demand. One other industry
of San Miguel county; Charles
46 years cessful plays "The New York Idea"
was
Deceased
W.
Elks.
J.
and
of
lodge
found peculiarly favorable for raising may also be expected to flourish along
of Union county,
,
and "Becky Sharp."
of age at the time of his demise.
with the Increase in consumpt'on,
the sugar beet.
Akers of Santa Fe county.
The already numerous list of the
im
since the "sweet tooth" is generally
Its
the
has
in
past played
Sugar
aters in Nlew York City too numer
admitted to be the dentist's delight.
of
and
this
in
the
history
DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER
part
portant
Good results always follow Foley's
ous, the managers say wiu De in
recountries. The maple sugar In- Washington Post
years creased on Easter Monday, when
other
Douglasville, Tex. "Five
prompt
Pills.
They
give
Kidney
ago, I was caught in the rain at the William A. Brady will open The lief in all cases of kidney and bladder dustry of the eastern states was a
Lame shoulder is nearly always due
orders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer thriving pursuit even in very early
street,
wrong time," writes Miss Edna Ruth Playhouse on Forty-eight- h
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
w.
ACU VIUDO
Inauu
West
from
with
the
while
"and
trade
days,
erford, of Douglasville,
near Broadway. It Is of the bijou
quickly yields to the free application
dies ca'led for a transaction in which of
taken with dumb type of theaters. Miss Grace George
Cnamberlaln's Liniment Sold by-afor
more
was
rum
New England
exchanged
THE HOBBLE SWEETHEART.
ohills and fevers, and Buffered
In "Sauce for the Goose," will open
druggists.
The
one of its milder ingredients.
than I can tell. I tried everything the house.
In cases of rheumatism relief from
home consumption was then more
that I thought would help, and had Mme- - Simone, who comes next seaf
no
re
two
economical, however, judging ..from pain makes sleep and rest possible.
son to act in English, will have
four different doctors, but got
This may be obtained by applying
Irving's account which told of an in- Chamberlain's
lief, so I began to take Cardul. Now of the Bernstein plays in her reperLiniment. For sale by
common
among the old all druggists.
genious device
I feel (better than in many months." tory, "The Thief," which will be her
Cardui does one thing, and does it first offering in each city visited, and
Ber-cailwell. That's the secret of its 50 the one known in French as "Le
It is the nature of women to suffer,
elseacted
now
is
"which
being
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
years of success. As a tonic, there
Neth-ersolfears that accompany the bearing of
is nothing in the drugstore like It where in English by Miss Olga
children. Motherhood is their crownas "The Redemption of EveAs a remedy for women's iUA It has
ing glory, and they brave its suffereBrnsteln's
Possibly
Vandray."
$1.
Price
lyn
no equal. Try it
ings for the joy that children bring.
it
Mol"
also
be
will
added,
No expectant mother need suffer,
"Apres
however, during the period of wait
it can be arranged with Charles
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says: Frohman, who holds the American
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is ttsedl
in preparation of the event Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
"Our little boy contracted a severe
to the play.
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counterbronchial trouble and as the doctor's rights
medicine did not cure him, I gave him
action, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in A Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic
conwhich I have great faith. It cured
Foley Kidney Pills contain in
system for a proper and natural
the cough as well as the choking and centrated form Ingredients of estabending of the term, and it assures
Has
him?
matter
the
with
"Whafs
tratrriTie.RDells. and he itot well in a lished therapeutic value for the relief
for her a quick and complete recovhe
rheumatism?"
got
ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
short Ime. Foley's Honey and Tar and cure of all kidney and bladder
"No; the girl he Is engaged to wears drug stores. Write for free book for
Compound has many times saved us ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are an- a hobble
walk
and
he
got that
skirt
expectant mothers.
miirh trouble and we are never wlth-- tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Rennt It in the nouse." O. G. Schafer fuse substitutes.' O. G. Schaefer and from trying to keep step with BaADFTKT.T) REG0LATOB CO,
ber.
Red Cross Drug Co.
Atlanta, 0a.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
M.
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